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Voters to
decide who
runs Florida
universities

UCF offense
primed for
attack
-SEE SPORTS, 16

THE STUDENT NEWSPAPER SE~VIN6 UCF SINCE 1968

Reno pushes school spending,
finds fault with DCF choice

JASON IRSAY

·•

STAFF WRITER

On Nov. 5,· Florida vo_ters
determine whether the
state should re-establish a single board to oversee the entire
higher education system or
retain the individual boards
that were put in place last fall
to set policies at each of the 11
universities.
If approved, the change
would be a retreat from Gov.
Jeb Bush's proposal last year
that eliminated the Board of
Regents in favor of creating
separate boards of trustees to
run each campus.
Democratic U.S Sen. Bob
Graham wants to restructure
Florida's higher education system similar, to the North
Carolina system of higher education. North Carolina's sys- ·
te.!Il has separate boards of
trustees· a1 each university and
a Board of Governors that oversees the whole system.
The group Education
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SGA budget
•

.

increases more
than $1 million,
some.clubs still
denied funding
JOE !CALEITA

SHEYLA NIEVES

I CFF

Janet Reno, who faces Bill McBride in next month's Democratic primary for governor, answers questions from reporters Tuesday night at Guinevere's Coffee House downtown.

STAFF WRITER

Funding for UCF clubs and
organizations tripled this year
- a result of the increase in the
activity and service fee and larger student enrollment.
. The increase generated
about $8.5 fol'. SGA an
increase of about $1.3 million
from last year's budget.
The pot for student groups
increased to about $243,000
from $72,092.
Ninety out of 111 student
organizations that asked SGA
for funds received financial
backing. UCF's Greek Council
was granted the largest sum of
$32,335. The first year Greek
organizations were allowed to
PLEASE SEE

Activity oN 9

Reno said she would like to keep the
Bright · Futures Scholarship program
intact.
"As somebody who benefited from
scholarships and work opportunities, I
want to do everything I can to make sure
that anybody who is capable of going to
we hav~ got to have a public school sys- ·college has the opportunity, regardless
tem that can produ@e a workforce with of their financial situation," said Reno.
the skills necessary to fill the jobs that
Reno supports Amendment 11,
would come to Florida, and we are not which she said would provide greater
prepared to do that."
coordination between universities. The
Reno wants to dedicate more money amendment, created by Sen. Bob
to higher education institutions in Graham, calls for a single board to
Florida.
replace the 11 individual boards that
"I want to make sure that the uni- currently set policy at Florida universiversity system has a salary scale to ties.
attract and -retain the best professors,
Reno als_o addressed the impor, and we have the resources to bring tance of early childcare and Gov. Jeb
Florida into the top 20 [states],'' said
Reno.
PLEASE- SEE Reno oN 10

Democratic candidate wants to
improve public education in Florida
JASON IRSAY
STAFF WRITER '-'

Democratic gubernatorial candidate
Janet Reno talked about the importance
of improving Florida's education system
during a campaign stop at Guinev~re' s
Coffee House in downtown Orlando on
Tuesday.
Reno said strong public education is
vital to improving Florida's economy.
''A good public school system is one
of the best ways to attract industry and
business to a state," she said. "I think
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Should American citizens be put in charge
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It's showtime

Theater season opens next month and will
perform nine shows betwgen Sept and May.
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· UCF FACT
UCF expects to award its 1,000th
doctoral degree this year. It has
already awarded 123 doctoral
degrees to date.
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ant to attend UCF's third away gam
u. and a· friend co\lld win a trip to t .
UC:f vs Marshall football game.*

.. Trip includes FREE bus ride,
PREE hotel stay, FREE ticket to ·
the game and other giyeaways
such as T-shirts, food
and tailgate party.
Buses leave Sept. 18 for
the game Friday night.
. ome by the SGA tenr on Aug. 22 in front of
e Student Union or stop by ST] 214 to enter
.
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* Winner andguest must be UCF students.
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Best things in life aren'tfree,
but students don't mind paying

•

.

.

•

..

KATHRYN PODOLSKY
STAFF WRITER

Students can pick up a copy of the

•

Orlando .Sentinel free . five days a

•

SPECIAL TO

week by swiping their UCF card
through newspaper bins on campus .
. While students don't have to pay
50 cents each time they pick up a
paper, they instead pay upfront for the
newspapers with built-in tuition fees
that fund student activities.
The $8.09 per-credit-hour student
activity fee that specifically purGhases
Orlando Sentinels and funds other
student events remains unnoticed by
some students and is simply ignored
by others. _
While most students polled did not
realize that a portion of their tuition
P!J.YS for this service, few students
seemed to mind.
Seventy-eight out of 100 students
polled by The Future who attended
UCF last semester said they picked up
a copy of the Sentinel at least twice a
week.
"I don't really have a problem with
a small portion of fees [for newspapers] every year," said junior Eleanor
Campbell. "It's all the other fees that
they tack on that really bother me."
Among the responses, students
said the newspaper was "a good
resource for classes," and "a sort of
'free textbook,' which is sometimes
required for courses."
"The Monday business and technology section is
good resource,
especially for engineers," said David
Gall, a graduate engineering student.
"The free newspaper is definitely
worthwhile."
Junior Maria Alekseyeva agreed.
"For
some
Business
Administration classes, we were
required to have the paper," she said.
Last year, through the Orlando
Sentinel Readership program, SGA
budgeted $55,000 to buy copies of the
newspaper five days a week for students with money raises through the
Activity and Service fee.
This year SGA will pay the

CFF

A75-pound memorial rock was stolen from the
meditation garden last weekend.
'

•
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Memorial rock
stolen from
Honors College
KRIST A ZILIZI
. STAFF WRITER

•

..
•

..

A -memorial rock dedicated to
former UCF student Andrew Bess
was stolen from the meditation
rock garden outside the Burnett
Honors College over the weekend.
Bess, a team leader in the Honors
College, died last year in a car accident.
"We found the rock missing on
Monday night,"
said Mike
Callahan, treasurer of the Honors
College.
The 75-pound memorial rock
· had been in the garden since May.
Honors Congress raised over $300
to purchase the rock commemorating Bess.
"There's a dedication ceremony that his parents will be coming
to in October," said Callahan. "We
don't w~nt tbe memorial rock missing when his parents are here.''.

a

•
If you have any information, contact
Jill Painter,.director of Student Affairs

at 823--4360. Dedication ceremony:
Oct. 23, 6-8 p.m.

SGA will spend $75,000 this year to provide students with copies of th~ Orlando Sentinel.

Orlando Sentinel $75,000 for 176,4 70
weekday issues and 3,080 Spanish E,l
Sentinel that will be distributed for
the fall, spring and summer semesters.
The Student Activity fee will cover
$25,000 and the remaining $50,000 will
come straight out of a special university fund, said Dave Pavlonnis, director of Administrative Services for
SGA .

The Sentinel charges SGA a bulk
rate of 20.5 cents _a copy-less than
half of the regular charge for_a weekday paper.
The Readership program has to be
renewed annually by SGA, and negotiations are under way to reduce the
costs even more, said Pavlonnis.
He added that stl,ldents would
start to see other free newspapers
appear in news racks soon.
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New GRE may be challenging for test-takers, international students
Many students have expressed conon a variety of areas, will now consist of
essay questions identical to those present- cern about the new essay portion.
"Essays can't reflect how well you'll
ed on the GRE Writing Assessment.
Students who take the Graduate
The GRE Writing Assessment, intro- , do in graduate school," said Tricia
Residency Exam (GRE) will be doing less duced in October 1999, was created to Muldoon, a recent UCF graduate who is
bubbling and more printing on their ana- expand the range of skills the GRE gener- preparing to take the GRE. "I think essay
lytical section come Oct. 1.
al test and subject tests could evaluate.
response shows how well you can write
The GRE, a required admissions test,
College and university ·faculty mem- about what you think people want to hear.
will replace its analytical section for an bers Will score the new essay section using Multiple-choice questions are a better way
essay section that will test potential grad- a scale of zero to six fo grade the respons- to assess the average student's knowledge
uate students on their writing ability by es. A score of zero demonstrates no under- on different subjects."
posing two essay questions - one 45- standing of the assignment and a six
Of even greater concern to students
minute section that asks students to pres- · reflects an insightful and logical analysis . and faculty is how the new requirement
ent an argument on a given issue, and ~ of ideas.
will affect international students who may
30-minute task where students analyze
In addition to the essay score, the be less familiar with the English language.
that argument.
_
Ragda Kurdy, UCF's coordinator for
GRE general test scores the. verbal and
The analytical section, formerly multi- quantita_tive sections separately on a scale students and community services in the
ple-choice questions that tested students of 200 to 800.
· foreign language department, agreed that
CARLY MORRIS
STAFF WRITER
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the essay section might pose an overwhelming challenge for all test-takers,
especially international students.
· , "Having an essay section will make
the test harder and hinder acceptance of
much needed international students to
many graduate programs," said Kurdy.
Kurdy, who recently took the GRE to
apply for a Ph.D. in education, said the
English portion of the test was particularly difficult for her.
"There were a few words I have never
heard of and will probably never use for
the· rest of my life," she said. "In fact, a
friend of mine told me she depended a lot
on guessing, and she scored slightly better
PLEASE SEE
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2002 AERIO SX

2002 XL-7 PLUS

141 horsepower, A/C, 6 speaker in-dash CD, power windows/locks/mirror..s,

183 horsepower V6, third row seating, front and rear A/C, in-dash CD, power

keyless remote entry, cruise control

$14,999

MSRP**

windows/locks/mirrors, keyless remote entry

521,~

19.MSRP**
•

MOVE f'ASft THIS EVENT ENDS AUGUST 31, 2002

1-877-MY-SUZUKI

XL·7.

GRAND VITARA

.VITARA 4·DR

VITARA 2·DR

AERIO SX

AERIO SEDAN

*Buy any 200~2003 Suzu~ and receive afully-transferable, $0 deductible, 100,000-mile/7-year powertrain limited warranfy, backed by American Suzuki Motor Corporation. No charge for parts or labor

for adefect in matenals or workmanship. Does not cover normal wear and tear, maintenance, or improper use. For complete details see our warranfy at adealer near you. Effective August 1st.
** 2WD manual transmission models. M_
SRPs incl~de freight and do not include governme~t fees and taxes,-finance charges and document preparatipn charges. · _
· SUVs handle differently from ordinary passenger cars. Federal law cautions to avoid sharp turns and abrupt man·e.uvers. Always wear your seatbelt. For specific details, please
read your owner's manual. ©2002 American Suzuki Motor Corporation.
·
·
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·UCF trustees say current system should remain
1

tried to rationalize the system
so there is no unnecessary
Excellence for Florida, which duplication of programs.
has backed Graham's amend"Now that the firewall has
ment since last year, lobbied been bridged ... we're going to
for, nine months to collect see some . interesting and
. 500;00 signatures to get the unnecessary duplication of
measure on November's ballot. programs," he said.
· The amendment, also
Yet several UCF trustees .
known as the Graham amend- question the rationale behind
ment, would establish a perma- the Graham amendment.
nent Board of Regents as part "Not enough time has been
of Florida's Constitution.
provided for the current sysThe Graham amendment is tem to prove itself," said UCF
consistent with policies he has trustee Conrad Santiago of the
supported his whole career, system that was established
said Alice Skelton, campaign only last year. "We are working
manager · for
Education under a system t:O.at is fairly
Excellence for Florida.
new, and it d_o esn't seem logi"It is important to remem- cal to change it so early on."
ber that during Sen. Gra_n_am's
Political science associate
tenure as governor, the. legisla- professor Aubrey Jewett
ture tried to abolish the Board acknowledged that the Graham role. That board already overof Regents," said Shelton. ''At amendment does involve poli- sees public schooling from
that time, Gov. Graham vetoed tics.
kip.dergarten through graduate
the legislation. His support of
"Democrats think that school.
The new trustee
a statewide governing board Republicans
are
making boards were set up to report to
has been longstanding."
changes that will negatively the Florida Board of Education
Dwight Kiel, a UCF politi- affect the state," he said.
as well .
cal science professor, said a
He - added,
"Senator
"The chairmen of the 11
Board of Regents serves to Graham really believes, as a boards of trustees believe we
keep politics out of higher edu- public policy, it is better to should give this system an
cation. By contrast, the multi- have a statewide Board of opportunity, and we do not feel
ple trustee boards typically Regents."
there is a need to resurrect the
are packed.with influential and
UCF's Board of Trustees old Board of Regents," said
politically connected business say the Graham amendment Dick Nunis, chairman of UCF's
people, with each board lobby:. would create unnecessary Board of Trus~ees.
ing to push the agenda of its bureaucracy and slow down
The current system plaGes
own local university.
their efforts.
appointment power in the ~
"The old Board of Regents
With the abolishment of hands of the governor.
served as protection, keeping the Board of Regents, the Republican Gov. Bush appointthe Legislature from politiciz- existing Florida Board of ed the Board of Education as
ing universities," he said. "rt Education took on a larger well as the boards of trustees
FROM PAGE
I
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The old Board of
Regent~ served as
p~otection, keeping the
legislature fr~m
politicizi_ng unive~sities.
-DWIGHT KIEL

for all 11 universities.
Currently, the Florida
Legislature de9ides how much
-money to allocate to each
Florida university. Critics say
that the current system allows
politics to play too large a role
in the appointment and allocation process.
.
Supporters of the Graham
amendment say the new system would significantly reduce
political influence in determining how much money each university receives.
If voters approve the
amendment, Skelton said; "The
governance of our 11 universities will no longer be at the
mercy of the political whims
or wishes of the Legislature."

Sai~ Nunis: ''All it will do
is put another layer of
approval in the system. It really won't change the basic
thing. The final power still lies
with the Legislature."
UCF has prospered under
the current system but Jewett
says UCF has benefited mainly
because of its location in the
state.
"Central Florida ha~ had a
lot of power in the Legislature
over the past six years," he
said.
.
Pefi.a, a member of UCF's ·
Board" of Trustees, voiced his
frustration regarding the proposed amendment.
. ''-This new amendment will
get rid of the Board of Trustees
and replace it with a new one,"
Pena said. "Tell me, how does
that benefit the students?"
Skelton said the purpose
of the Graham amendment is
not to dissolve local boards of
trustees.
"We like the local boards,
that an
so ·much so
Amendment 11 will provide
constitutional standing for
them," she said.
Skelton said the work of
the - Education Excellence
Initiative is far from over.
· "We will continue to run a
grassroots campaign, as well
as a media campaign," said
Skelton. "Our mission is very
clear - to educate Florida voters on the merits of voting yes
on Amendment 11."
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New essay section 021.AtvPO'S UOTit51 W02J(O(fl!
grades using scale
Finally, a
kick-butt,
of zero to six
specifically reiated to the GRE
verbal section, as well as analyzing relationships among
than I did."
Klirdy said the GRE is not parts of sentences, recognizing
an accurate reflection of how relationships between words
well a student will do in a grad:.. and concepts and reading
across multiple subject matter
uate program.
''A one-on-one interview areas."
Bendriss said that starting
with the student, a copy of their
transcript, their GPA and an this fall, the CMMS will impleoverall view of his knowledge ment more skill-building proand exposure should be a fac- grams aimed at the new anatual criteria for acceptance to lytical writing section. ·
"Students will have to
graduate studies," she said. "I
find the test to be culturally learn how to understand statebiased and does not reflect ments and their implications,
exactly what the. student may take positions on issues, agree
know."
.
or disagree with them and give
Rachid Bendriss, the GOmpelling examples to supassistant director of · UCF's port their ideas," said
for
Multilingual Bendriss.
Center
Multicultural Studies (CMMS),
Bendriss is confident that
said adequate preparation is · the CMMS will be instrumental
all international students need in helping international students achiev~ high scores on
to do well on the new GRE.
"As part of its mission to thenewGRE.
Still other students believe
prepare international students
for undergraduate and gradu- that the GRE should assess
students on their writing and
~ ate studies, the intensive
English program at CMMS pro- comprehension skills regard. vides a strong curriculum ·in less of what method kind of
the writing skills course method they use.
"If you want to go to gradoffered to upper level stuuate school, you are going to
. dents," said Bendriss.
"In addition to the writing have to take-the test," said sencourses, CMMS provides a ior Shaunna Speer. ''Anyone
GRE verbal preparation course who has been awarded an
specifically designed for undergraduate degree should
arguadvanced level international be capable of forming
ment and producing a coherent
students," said Bendriss.
Added Bendriss: "This response to the ~ssay quescourse addresses the skills tions."
FROM PAGE
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UCF provides low-cost
insurance to students

• Auto &Sports·Injuries
•.Effective .& Gentle Chiropractic Manipulation
• Massage Therapy Av~lable (MM6063)

Plan is popular with international students
who are required to obtain health coverage
CRYSTAL ESPINOSA
STAFF WRITER

With rising medical costs,
many universities are offering
students low-cost health care
coverage to pay for prescrip-tions, annual physicals and
hospital expenses.
UCF's insurance plan
provides students with a
$250,000 benefit and $100
patient deductible for all
injuries and illnesses.
"I think it's an excellent
program,"
said Larry
Bridgham, associate director
of Student Health Services.
"It's with an insurance broker
that we've been with for over
four years and they have
always worked with us to provide the best benefits possible
at the lowest cost."
The policy covers prescriptions, lab tests, surgery,
hospitalization, x-rays and
most inpatient and outpatient
expenses. Services such as a
routine gynecology exam and
lab test and an annual STD
screening, that are provided
by the Student Health Center,
are paid 100 percent with no
deductible
"Ifs not quite as co-mprehensive as a major medical
· policy that you might get
through an employer," said

The plan also covers
Bridgham. "But it is very
broad in scope. The,re are lim- deductible, balances and ceritations and caps on all the tain expenses that are not
coverage because it is a low- covered by another insurance
cost student policy but we feel plan a student may already
it compares very well with any have through parents or an
other college or university employer.
International students,
policy."
The cost for the plan is who are required · to have
$751 for the year; $307 for the health insurance, must purfall semester or $458 for both .chase this plan unless they.
the spring and summer have another plan that provides equal coverage.
semesters.
"My knowledge is that
"I've had the plan for a
year in a half. I didn't pay they [international students]
anything," said Jill Stern, a take the UCF [insurance] plan
recent UCF graduate. "I got when they come in because
allergy shots every week and they aren't familiar with the
they covered them every system and the requiresaid Dave, an
week. I was too old to be ments,"
under my parents insm:anQe International Student Service
and without a full-time job, it employee.
was· the only opportunity I
"They go ahead with the
had. It's really affordable."
plan so that it's standard and
Undergraduate students someone else is taking care of
who are enrolled in at least it," he said.
Balakriashan, a former
six credit hours and all graduate students qualify for the UCF student, purchased the
plan. A student's insurance insurance plan during his first
benefits also cover their year at UCF.
spouse and their unmarried
"I think it's a good insurchildren who are under the ance- plan, in fact, better than
most of the outside plans
age of 19.
Prescriptions, which are because you can ask quescovered up to $1000 under the tions about the plan and get
'policy, require only a $5 co- help, whereas, with outside
pay if a student fills their pre- plans, there are always those
scription at the Student fine lines you miss," said
Health Center.
Balakrashan.

David Inderwiesen, D.C.
Graduate of UCF and ,
·c leveland Chiropractic.College
Located in Alafaya (:ommons Center,
Alafaya Trail and East Colonial Dr;

281-0900
.~UCF

COMPUTER TRAINING NEAR YOU
The University of Central Florida, Division of Continuing
Education, is proud to announce the addition of
corriputer courses and certifications to our already.
existing programs. Classes are offered at our Researcll _
Pavilion Building, located half a mile from UC F's main
campus.
,/
,/
,/

,/

,/

,/

,/

Word Basic and Advanced
Excel Basic and Advanced
Power Point
Internet & Technical Office
Procedures
Microsoft Certified System
Engineer (MCSE)
Certified Internet Webmasster
Marketing Internet & Web
Design

,/
,/
,/
,/
,/

. ,/
,/

,/

C Programming
C++ Programming
Introduction to HTML
Advanced HTML
GroupWise
A+ Certification
Certified Network
Engineer (CNE)
Certified Network
Administrator (CNA)

_ Discounts available for UCF students/faculty/staff

For dates, prices and locations:
please call (407) 882-0260
or visit our website at: www.dce.ucf.edu

Traffic trouble
EDUCATION

•,

UCFPD Sgt. Carpenter manually runs the traffic light at
University and Gemini Blvd. on Tuesday afternoon. Severe
traffic backups .Monday prompted the department to place
officers at problem intersections on Tuesday.

JOE l<ALEITA

•

I CFF

Degree seeking students should get authorization from their.academic advisors to ensure proper credit.

•

Back to School

•
•
•

4 piece table set
regularly $239.00. ·

sale priced at $147.88 !!

···Erasers

..

Kneaded 1225 eraser •••••••••• $1.19 •• $.83

30o/o of all Gamblin Oil Paints!!.!

•
•

Portfolios

Pink pearl eraser ••••••••••••••• .75 ••••. 53

List Sale

case.~ ••••••••••

88.00 ••••53~00

present~tion

~~~~:~~--"

Canford 70 lb. Paper Stock 20.5 X ~0.5 • $2.20•• $1.29
Canford 140 lb. Card Stock 20.5 X 30.5 •• 3.80 ••• 2.29

case with 8 pages •••••• 62.00 ••• .38.50

Strathmore· Artagain 19 X 25 Black ••••••1.25••••. 87

17 x 14 presentation case with 8 pages •••••• 79.00 •••• 49.50

· Cutting Supplies

24 x 18 presentation case with 8 pages •••••• 122.00 ••••76.50

Canvas

List Sa/i

Art -Paper

11 x 9 presentation case with 8 pages •••••••• 38.00 ••••23.50·
14. X 11

•

Magic rub eraser ••••••••••••••• .79 ••••. 55

23 x 31x1 zipper carrying case •••••••••• .$43.00 •• $19.99 ·
23 x 31 x 3 nylon carrying

•

List Sali

List Sale

8.5 X 12 green or black cutting mat ••• $14.00 • $5.99

List

Sale ·

12 X 18 green or black cutting mat •••• 23.00 •• 8.99

11x14 Economy 2 pk stretched canvas ••••• $11.99•••• $4.98

#1 cutting knife ••••••••••••••••••••• 2.29 •• 1.29

12 x 16 Economy 2 pk stret~hed cartvas •••••• 14.35 ••••• 5.98
Xacto #11 blades 5 pk •••••••••••••••• 2.20 •• 1.54
16 x 20 Economy 2 pk stretched canvas•••••• 16.75 ••••• 6.98

Adhesives & Tape

18 x 24 Economy 2 pk stretched canvas•••••• 19.99 ••••• 8.38

Spraymount 2 oz.••.••••••••••••••••• .$5.18. $3.49

16 x 2~ Canvas panels 3 pack ••••••••••••••• 9.99 ••••• 6.89

•

Water Co,or Paper·

Super 77 spray adhesive 2 oz.•-. ~ ••••••• 5.18 •••3.49

List

Sale

"

3/4" masking tape •••••••••••••••••••• 1.57 ••••.99

Arches cover bufJ or white 22x30. ••••••••• $4.25-••• $1.99

.•

3/4" white artist tape ••••• ~ •• ~ ••••••• .6.50 •• .3.49

Arches cover black, 22x30••••••••••••••••• 5.50 ••••• 2.39

'

Rives BFK white 22 x 30 ••••••••••••••••••• 4.15 •••• ~1.99.

·•

List

Logan mat cutter 301S •••• -. ••••••••• 139.95 •• 89 .99

Supply Holder

Strathmore·14 x 17 sketch pad•• • •• ~ ••••••• 14.20 •••••9.94

•

Pads

List

Palette Knives

Strathmore ,18 x 24 newsprint pad •••••••• ~ $7.95 ••• $4.99 :

Sketch Boards

List Sale

Assorted palette knives •••••••••••• $5.65 • $3.95

List · Sale

Field sketch board 23 X 26 ••••••••••• • •• .$12.95 ••• • $8.99.
Masonite board 24 X 36 ••••••.•••• ~ •••••••• 9.95 ••••• 5.95

Dravving Supplies·

List Sale

Art box•••••••••••••••••,••••••• $12.00 •• $7.49

Sale '

.strathmore 24 x 36 newsprint pad •••••••••• 14.85. ~ •••7_.29 ·

•

List Sale

Logan mat cutter 301 ••••••• ~ •••••• $109.95. $69 .99

Sale

Strathmore 11 x 14 sketch pad•••••••••••• $9.90 ••• $6.93

Nevvsp~int

3/4". black artist tape ••••• ; •••••••••• J,.00 •• .3.49

Mat Cutters

Maso 21x31••••••••••••••••••••••••··--·1.50 ••••••. 99

Sketch Pad·s

List Sale

"List

l •

~-·-·--·-··· -·-·-·

Art qnd Design Supplies-

'.l!

1401 East Colonial Drive
(one bfock ~ast of Mills) • Open 7 Days

!

Sale

Prismacolor 12-color pencil set ........ , .. , $13.79 .. , .$7

407-898-9785

.591 p R "I s M A c a L a R'

Seminole.

Prismaco1or 24 color pencil set ••••••• ~ ••••• 27.49 •••• 14.99 .
Prismacolor 12 color marker set•••••••••••••40.19 ~ . -•• 21.99
Prismacolor 24 color marker set•••••••• ~ ••• 79.99 •••• 34.99
woodless pencil ••••••••• ~ ••••••• : •••••••••. ~5 ••••••. 60
Cont.e crayons· 2 pk ••••• ·•••••••••••••••••• 3.75 ; •••• 2.63
Vine charcoal 3 pk •••• • ~· ••••• ; •••••••••:••• 2.15 •• _. •• 1.51
Sharpie markers •• ~.- .~ •••••••••••••••••• ;i.15 ••••••. 81

Students and Instructors get 30% off supplies every day at Sam Flax!
on: artist's materials• paints• brushes• pencils• drafting supplies• board• canvas• decorative paper• foamboard •art paper• portfolios• markers

:.

Valencia

>West

.

.

\lalenda.
East

Rated#J AriSupplyStorehytheOrlando
Sentinel and the Orlando Weekly!!
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Radical Rush offers students alternative ways to get involved
JASON IRSAY
STAFF WRITER

UCF's Progressive Council isn't
going Greek, but it's following in the
footsteps of UCF's fraternities and
sororities by recruiting new members
through ~ weeklong recruitment
process.
The Progressive Council, a union of
several actiyist groups has planned a
week of informational sessions, bands
- and parties to find new members and
raise their profiles on campus.
Radical Rush, as they have dubbed
their recruitment drive, will take place
Aug. 26 - 30.
On Aug. 31, the
Progressive
Council
will
host
Progressive Fest - a daylong party
with live entertainment at Knights
Crossing.
"The goal of Radical Rush is to give
students an alternative to Greek Rush,"
said Ryan Browne, coordinator for
Radical Rush. If students want to get
involved, but are not interested in
Greek, we offer that outlet, and every. thing we do is for the benefit of society."
"Our lntent is to show new students
and old alike that there are lots of ways

to become involved at UCF, make a dif- clubs on campus, will use Radical Rush
ference, make some new friends and as an opportunity to spread its m~s
have some fun," said Mike Tiner, _presi- sage.
"We had good numbers last semes-.
dent of the campus chapter of the
National Organization for the Reform of ter, but this is a new semester. We need
new people to step up. Get some fresh
Marijuap.a Laws (NORML).
In addition to NORML, the blood into the movement. Get people
Progressive Council comprises groups educated on the ideas," said Tiner.
Radical Rush will have informationsuch as Students for a Free Tibet, the
Free Burma Coalition, Free the Planet!, al tables set up in front of the Student
the Environmental Society and UCF's Union all week. Bands including
chapter of the American Civil Liberties Hillside, Gameover, Textual Healing and
Union. A recent addition to the council - Yanbo will perform on the south patio of
is the Feminist Majority Leadership the Union beginning Aug. 26. The
·Alliance, which promotes social, politi:- Progressive Council will host a pep rally
cal and economic equality for women, on-Aug. 29 for the UCF football team.
"Progressive Fest will be the highand works to end racial and sexual orilight of the week," said Brown. "It will
entation discrimination.
Membership in most of these include the pool party at Knights
groups remains small, but their presi- Krossing. There will be a raffle, pool
dents believe it wip. grow with greater tournament, volleyball tournament,
food, as well as bands and speakers."
exposure.
"Our headliners are Jared's Door, a
- Josh Hill, of the Free Burma
Coalition, said his goal for Radical jam band from south Florida, · and
Rush is "to get some more people inter- Melbourne Drum Tribe, a tribe of some
ested in campus life and involved in of the best drummers around," he said.
Added Tiner: "This will be a free
causes that matter outside the universievent for UCF students - a day of
ty atmosphere."
NORML, which has more than 200 music, fun and food, celebrating culmembers, and is among the largest ture, diversity and global awareness."

STUDENT
LEGAL
SERVICES
Problems with?

•
•
•
•

~Wllll
·
(407) 447-4555 .

-RYAN BROWNE

Get FREE Legal Services

GOT
SOMETHING
TO SELL?

FUTURE

Tiie goal _of Radical
Rush is to give
students an
alternative to 6reek
Rush. If students
want to get
involved, but are
not interested in
6reek, we offer that
outlet, and
everything we do is
for the benefit of
society.

Landlords
Name change
Divorce
Police

Need help with?
• A will

•
•
•

Insurance
Contracts
Notary

Student Legal. Services proviJes students with:assistance ·in
sel~cted areas of law such as landlord/tenant, con~umer,
chapter ·7 bankruptcy, criminal, traffic, &. uncontested
dissolutions. Qualified students can receive con-sultation and
i-eprese_ntation free of charge.

(

http://pegasus.cc. ucf .edu/--stulegal
Solutions

~ For information or an appointment
call 823-2538 or visit Student Resource Center Room 155
Monday - Friday 8arn-5prn
SLS is funded by Activity & Service Fees through the Student Government Association

(

•

•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
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Activity service fees generate
$8.5 million

•

'.

FROM PAGE
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benefit from SGA funds. The
money will help sororities
and fraternities pay for
informational pamphlets,
conferences. and Greek ·special events .
Greek Life information
and a Greek Extravaganz~
received grants of $15,000
and $11,000 respectively.
Director of Greek Affairs
Greg Mason said Greek life
information informs students
on the specifics of Greek life
that other clubs or organizations do not offer, such as
housing.
Greek Extravaganza is a
multicultural student event
that includes a step show something that is well-funded at most large universities,
said Mason.
The Wrestling Club
received a grant of $12,165,
followed by the Ice Hockey
Club, $10,528, and the Crew
Club, $10,000. The sports
clubs will use the money to
buy new equipment and jerseys.
Wrestling club founder
Jeff Ruberg- said: "If we're
gong to be manning a team of
30 people, there are certain
start-up costs. I think student government understands this."
"Rapid growth, . good
showings- at competitions
and fund raising about
$20,000, in addition to funds
from SGA, may have influenced the budget allotment,"
he said.
Hester said the Crew Club
had never requested funds
before this year but raised
funds and collected alumni
donations to pay for their
expenses.
"We've been here for 30
years/' he said. "Everyone in
the rowing world has heard
of UCF."
Some student organizations that were denied grants

said they were upset and
confused as to why funds
were not set aside for them.
The Honors Congress did
not receive funding because
SGA said their cover letter
were not specific enough in
outlining the items tliat the
funds they requested were
supposed to cover, said Mike
Callahan, treasurer of the
Honors Congress.
"We noticed that other
clubs were vague if not
vaguer than us," he said.
Kyle Considder, the chairman
of
the
College
Republicans, said some student groups obtained funding
for the same type of programs his group has hoped to
sponsor.
"Being a club 'Or organization on campus, we
deserve a fair shot at the
funds," he said.
Dave Kansagor, president
of the Surf Club, said no
funds were allocated to their
organization because they
received conflicting informa- tion from their senator concerning deadline dates for
budget paperwork.
Ninety-seven .percent of
SGA's budget covers its-operating cost o( about $8.19 million. SGA agencies include
the ,Student Union, the
Recreation and Wellness
Center and the Office of
Student Activities.
SGA's executive, judicial,
legislative and area branches
obtain funds from the same
account to pay for salaries,
stipends and travel, amongst
other expenses.
This year SGA made
Knightcast, UCF's studentrun Internet radio network,
its own agency- investing
$20,500 in the organization.
SGA also slated $60,000 for a
new SGA video production
department that will record
and broadcast SGA functions
and produce a year-in-review
project.

floSt'~fi!?!tk ~
Waterford Lakes

"A Full Service Florist"

14 YEARS SERVICING THE COMMUNITY
1346 Howell Branch Road
Winter Perk, Fl 32789
Phone 407-629-0050

10069 University Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32817
Phone 407-679-5144
Fax 407-679-6787
1-800-827-1097

F8x 407-829-08n
1-800-393-0051

711 N. Alefeye Trail
Orlando, Fl 32828
Phone 407-281-7666
Fax 407-281-8005

1-866-415-9554
Stop by, cell, or visit u_s online! www.ellinbloom.com

·--------------------- .

Real fresh. Real affordable.

dig ·in! spaghetti
combo meal s3.49

Real good idea.

Includes one small Spaghetti wtt:h Marinara
or Meat Sauce, Garden Salad and Soft Drink

Real Italian. Real fast~

Let us tater your next sporting event,
club function or group activity.

ORLANDO: i2025 Collegiate Way
(on University Boulevard)/407-380-3737
One couP.on per person, per visit at participating
Fazoli s<B> Restaurants only. Expires 9/20/02
CLU 25/24

--------------------·
)tuaent Wellne~~ Aavocateieamf~ 1~~ Annual

~WATJKRU &WAlK AGK K RK
Alpha Xi Delta Sorority House

Friday, Sept. 6,-2002
Registration at 4:30 pm
Race ~ins at 5:30 pm
Free for UCF Students
$7 for faculty/staff
Age Group Metals and Prizes for
the top 3overall winners
20 and under (top 3male &female)
21 to 25 (top 3male and female)
26 to 35 (top 2male &female)
36 to 45 (top 2male and female)
46 and over (top 2male and female)

Register ear~
at the Campus Wellness Center
atthe
New Rec.& Wellness Center ~l}

POST RACE PARTYU Join us after the race for fun, music, pizza, drinks, airbrush tatoos,
door prizes, and the AWARDS Ceremony.

· 1'EAM SPIRIT AWAROSU $50 pizza gift certificates will be given to each
Club/Open, Faculty/Staff, Sorority% and Fraternity% team with the largest number ·.
participating. Alf teams with 5 or more members will be entered into a cfrawing
for a 5th $50 Qift certificate!

,

~

•

Division ofUCF StudentHealthSe!vices,SOES

.
....
~

Teams (each member must submit individual registration
--~------------------------------REGISTRATION FORM
Form by 4:30pm, ·Thursday, Sept. ~th)

D Club/Open D Faculty/Staff
Last Name

rn:iivldual all

~sks and consequences associated with or arising In connection with such participation. I

~.:1:::-a~~":, ~~n~e:~~~~%e~ysi~lly fit, have trained sufficiently for the competition of this event

E-Mail Address

Dial 407-251-3838 tor more into

D Sorority

~~;;:;~:~:~tigf~~~1~:t?~i·1~· :J:: ~~:+s~W~~~~~r::1!t~~~r~~at~:,~. ~.0~~~1V:.~ ~are
of ::,~~1~s ~~~~.~rt~/:~~~ ~~~~~'::!ia~~~~:ist~':i~. '~~e!~u::f~~g1~:':~v':!~~~:t"ous

First Name

Phone

D Fraternity

I hereby agree to Indemnify and hold harmless the State of Florida, the Board of Regents of the State of
Florida, and UCF. their employees, sponsors, beneficiaries. representative. successors and assigns from
and against any and all claims, damages, actions, liability and expenses 1n connection with any and all
injuries suffered to me In this event. .
.
I HAVE READ THIS CONSENT, ASSUMPTION OF RISK AND RELEASE FORM AND
UNDERSTAND AND FULLY AGREE TO ITS CONTENTS.

SSN

Signature (must be signed by pcronl if under 18)

Sex _ _ Age _ _
Dote

lO•News

"1l~1i~ersity
·. central
of

WWW.DCE.UCF.EDU

Florida

ANNOUNCING NEW CLASSES & LOCATIONS FOR
LSAT, GRE, AND GMAT T~ST PREPARATION

GRE Test Preparation Course
8-week Test Review Course - $350
6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
UCF Main Campus: August 22- October 10
UCF Main Campus: September 1O - October 29
UCF ·Brevard: September 10 - October 29
Stetson University: September 11 - October 30

4- week Test Review Course -.$250
· 8 a.m.- noon
UCF Main Campus: November 2 - November 23

GMAT Test Preparation Course
8-week Test Review Course - $350
JOE l<ALEITA

I CFF

Reno said Jeb Bush's choice for a new secretary to direct the embattled Department
of Children and Families 'defies any commitment to preventing child abuse~
•

6 p.m. to.9 p.m.
UCF Main Campus: August 21 - October 9
UCF Main Campus: September 9 - October 28

4- week Test Review Course - $250

I

Reno: Bush choice
for DCF head wrong

8 a.m.- noon
UCF Main Campus: November 2 .. November 23

LSAT Test Preparation Course (New!)
4-week Test Review Coursf? - $299
6 p.m. to 1Op.m.

FROM PAGE 1

Bush's disregard for child
welfare. ·
"We can do more in those
first three years to prevent
problems down the road,
with health, education and
workforce preparation, than
almost anything else we can
do," she said.
Reno criticized Bush for
the
failures
of
the
Department of Children and
Families (DCF).
"Look at what the governor has done," she said.
"Rilya Wiison, missing now
for over 17 or 18 months.
Children dying in state custody. Newspapers being able
to find children the DCF can't
find. Now we see the appointment."
Reno expressed anger at

Bush's choice of Jerry
Regier to replace Kathleen
-Kearney,
who
has
announced her resignation
as secretary of the troubled
state agency.
"The newspaper says
he's_ the co-sponsor of an article that suggested that it was
quite all right to spank children so that welts and bruises were suffered," said Reno.
"If that person could be the
secretary of DCF, he [Bush]
defies any commitment to
preventing child abuse."
Reno said 25 years of
public service is experience
she can use to work effectively for Florida residents.
"I don't want to be governor just to be governor," she
said. "I want to be governor
to try to address the hard
issues."

UCF Research Pavilion: Sept 10 - October 1
Stetson University: August 29 - October 3*
*6-week course

To register, visit our website at WWW.

dee.UCf. ed U

Or, call (407) 882-0260 .tor additional information.

FREE Gar Wash Wilh
OilCllqe! .
Just off the corner of
University and Goldenrod.

Open:

Mon-Fri B-7 p.m.
Sat-Sun B-1 p.m.
~!4

Univ&. -itv Blvd

~

~

0

Cl

·-- •Change oil with
• Check & fill transmis....Pennzoil (up to 5 quarts · sion I transaxel fluid
•Install new oil filter
•Check & fill
•Check air filter
differential fluid
• Check & fill power
• Check wiper blades
steering fluid
• Vacuum interior floors
· • Wash exterior
• Check & fill windshield
washer fluid
windows
• Check brake
• Check & fill battery
as required
fluid level
•Inflate tires to
• Lubricate chassis
proper pressure
as required

Q)

.

~ -E:
<i'.o

Q)

"O

East Colonial Drive

on/$21.99:
,....---~

·i ii·

~___,~

Free Fluid Refills
Between Services!

Not valid with any other offer. Cash value 1/100th of a cent. Coupon must be presented
at time of service. Only valid at this location. Offer valid on most vehicles.

·-------------------~-----------·

~

c
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Bid day

•

•

•

•

.

-

]OE KALEITA

I CFF.

Kappa Delta sorority members welcome their new sisters Sunday during Bid Day activities.

•
•

•
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verqonwire/ess .

•

We never stop working for you.sm

Your time·. Your rules. Your phone.
Handheld arcade? Ringtone Jukebox? Hey, it's your phone. Get what you
want, when you want it, with a Get It Now'm enabled phone.

SaveS110
No Activation Fee

now

•

Kyocera QCP 3035e

s9999 _ ssooo _ s2000

•
•
~going
•

,

Phone Case and Vehicle Charger

s3999
(s4998 priced s~parately)

Total Value s17997

Now Only S6998

•
~tone~
Test
.
the Be st

= s2999 .

regular price mail-in rebate instant rebate

~games

•

($30 value)

Two year Customer Agreement required.

,,

~~..

~...

.,
' ""· ::~·lus, sign up amt~et
Unlimited Night"& Weekend Min~te,.s

'Local DigitalChoice®600 anytime ·hor:ne airtime,rnirtutes '
0

VERIZON WIRELESS HAS THE BEST NATIONAL WIRELESS NETWORK IN AMERICA.

. ,

.

fo~?~!{$?9·~~9 ·motit,hl~ a~~~i:'

, "w1i~ new annual agreen;,te~~· '

But don't just take our word for it. Test it for yourself and if you're not 100% satisfied during your first 15 days,
simply return your phone and pay for only the service you've used. It's all apart of our Worry Free Guarantee to you.

-~=: ~~-~ ·~;

~ ~:.:~

-1~800.2 JOIN IN

.

•

verizo~wireless.com

•

8GAGFf.

verizonwireless.com

IVerizon Wireless Communications Stores I
.

ALTAMONTE SPRINGS

DAYTONA BEACH

DR.__PHILLIPS

LEESBl,JRG

MERRITT ISLAND

ORLANDO

SANFORD

440 E. Altamonte Dr.
{Across from Mall) ,
407-831-4664

2475 W International
Speedway Blvd.
(In the Home Depot Plaza)
386-226-8000

7560 W. Sandlake Rd.
407-351-9650

Lake Square Mall Kiosk
{Near Food Court)
352-787-2449

Merritt Island Square Mall
{Next to Sears)
321-454-3211

4550 S. Kirkman Rd.
407-294-2515

Seminole Towne Center Kiosk
(Second Floor)
407-320-1'949

OVIEDO

ORLANDO

8155 Red Bug Lake Rd.
407-365-4949

2914 E. Colonial Dr.
407-894-5770

MELBOURNE

1406 W. New Haven
. (One block east ot Mall)
321 -984-0320

ORLANDO

7720 S. Orange Blossom Trail
407-851-9040

Digital
Network .

_By o·: ·
•

•

. Lucent Technologies

VERIZON WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS STORES OPEN SUNDAYS

Night &Weekend hours: Mon-Fri. 9:01pm-5:59am Sat. 12am-Sun. 11:59pm.
.
.
_
Important Consumer Information: Subject to Customer Agreement and ~ailing Plan. $30 activation fee applies on one year agreemen1S. $175 early termination fee applies after 15 days. Requires credit approval. Not available in all markets. cannot be combined with any
other offers. Usage rounded to next full minute. Unused allowances lost Geographic and other restrictions apply. Subject to taxes, charges, and other restrictions. See store for details. Must be a customer for 30 consecutive days for retiate. Phone may not be returned after rebate
form has been submitted. Rebates limited to one activation. See Worry Free Guarantee Brochure and our Return/Exchange Policy for full details. See www.verizonwireless.com/bestnetwork for details. Limited time offers. ©2002 Verizon Wireless.
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OUR STANCE:

UCF headed to-Ward

a beautiful disaster
in education
everal construction projects at UCF
in the past year have certainly made
our lovely campus look even lovelier.
Paving the Pegasus Circle with bricks
is certainly more attractive than the
asphalt that used to surround the Student
Union. The new fountain that UCF erected
by the dorms makes the courtyards much
more appealing.
'But while beautification projects make
· the campus more attractive for students,
and is necessary in order for UCF to successfully market itself to incoming students, beautification projects should never
take priority over spending on academics.
Students probably didn't mind walking
across the pavement as much as they mind

S

What's the jar for?
put a quarter in there
everytime I see a student
pick up a copy of the Sentinel

faoing a shortage of classes, parking
spaces and full-time professors. Students
probably won't notice the new brick surface
as they rush from class to class after circling 30 minutes for parking.
These projects, which undoubtedly cost
several thousand dollars, would cost money
that would be better spent on replacing
adjuncts instructors with full-time professors, opening more sections of limited
classes and supporting underfunded programs.
These projects, while well intentioned,
constitute ail unnecessary and wasteful
allocation of limited funds. An institute of
higher education should remember to focus
first on fulfilling students' needs.

OUR STANCE:

Students should seek
candidates who see higher
education in·their vision
W

hen students ·cast their votes this
November, they will rule on several
critical decisions regarding the
future of Florida. When students
decide which candidate to vote for, they
should vote confident in the fact that the
candidate of their choice is concerned with
higher education.
While all candidates have expressed
education as a topic of concern, none of the
candidates have offered·solutions· to the several problems plag't!ing Florida's state universities.
Florida universities face insufficient
funding with diminishing budgets granted by
the Legislature. The lack of money has
resulted in a shortage of full-time professors
at universities across the _state. Adjunct professors have become increasingly common,
even .though their part-time st~tus ·denies
them the opportunity to develop solid working relationships or obtain tenure.
A politically driven power trip has divided Republicans and Democrats - both sides
· lobbying for .either a single official board of
policy-setters or 11 individual governing

boards to run Florida's universities.
A weak and.uncertain economy has left
many graduates jobless and has forced
other graduates to·continue their education
in masters and doctoral programs with little
or no tuition reimbursement.
While candidates have affirmed their
support or rejection for either plan, none
have specifically stated how each arrangement can or cannot benefit universities and
its students.
While Reno declared that she would like
to keep state scholarship programs like
Bright Futures intact, she and other candidates haven't offered suggestions on how
the state would continue to fund the nearly
bankrupt program that could not afford to
fund classes for students for the first time
this past summer.
What do these individuals envision for
Florida's college students? If elected, -what
will each of them do to keep our universities
academically strong? Students should vote
for those candidates who will work to
strengthen higher education as hard as they
will work to improve child welfare.

Men and women aren't
equal in workforce ·
After reading your
most
recent
article,
"Thank goodness chivalry
is dead" (Krista Zilizi, Aug.
19, 2002) I must say that
you either lack a lot of life
experience or are truly
ignorant. I hope it isn't the
latter because if so, your
college experience has
been a large waste of
money. I will say the article
is grammatically well written and your spelling is
good so, you did get something out of your education.
I really hate to burst
_your bubble on this but I
figure you will eventually
figure this out once you
are more accustomed to
the workforce. Men on
. average make more.money

than women. To be precise
women make $. 76 per
every $1.00 a man makes.
So when you get the same
education and may even
work harder than your
male counterparts, you
will not be earnip.g equal.
pay from your employer.
It is a shame, but this
is commonplace in today's
society. That is why so
many women fight everyday for equality. I do agree
with the fact that more
people should be polite.
However, I do not agree
with your friend either. -If
you expect nothing, then '
you will be very pleased
when you receive .anything.

ti.

-CYRENA KOSMIDIS

'

.

Speak your mind
Has one of our c~lumnists touched a nerve with you?

Let us hear about it!

editor@UCFfuture.com
"He who do"es not have the courage_to speak up for his rights
cann·ot earn the respect of others."
-RENE G. TORRES

(

The Future encourages (Omments from readers. letters to the editor should not ex<eed

300 wo1ds and must include full name and phone number. We may edit for length.
grammar. style and libel. Send letters to edltor<AICffuturuom, submit them online
at www.UCFfutu1e.com 01 fax them to 4-07-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4555.
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Terrorist prevention program
may cause national witch-hunt
I

the area.
Does anyone · else smell a
big decomposed rat in this proDuring his state of the gram? Is the government really
Union address,· President Bush comfortable with putting' the.
released information about an power to fight terrorism in the
upcoming program of his hands of any average citizen?
design. It is a program known Mr. President, I think you just
as Operation TIPS or (Terrorist -crossed the line on this proInformation and Prevention gram. Next time you pull an
Service.) TIPS is a hotline pro- idea out of your dream diary,
vided for anyone that works in make ·sure you run it by the
transportation,
maritime, country first.
I'm a true believer in fightpostal services, power plants
and any other facilities that ing terror1.sm but giving the
would be .considered potential power of spying to untrained
targets for foreign or domestic citizens is ludicrous. Not only
terrorism.
does this violate human privaAccording to the TIPS web cy, it brings profiling to a whole
page, this program has work- new scale.
The program urges citiers or anyone else that may
suspect any suspicious activity zens who suspect suspicious
around their work · place or activity to call the hotline. How
home to phone in tips to the does someone define suspiappropriate federal agencies cious activity? A construction
and local law enforcement so , worker with a valid permit to
they can connect the dots to buy dynamite at a factory isn't
locate potential terrorists in too suspicious. What if he w~s
DUFFY HENRY
STAFF WRITER

)

-·

,
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STAFF WRITER

•
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Does anyone remember
Richard Jewel, the security
guard who spotted the bomb at
the '96' Olympics, and saved
hundreds of ·lives? His house
was ·ransacked and searched
by the FBI and they ca:nie out
with absolutely nothing. They
did, however, · point out the
large amounts· of pornography
he owned to the entire public.
He was verbally tarred and
feathered by the media. He
ended up never getting the job
he wanted with the police
force.
With TIPS in place, people
all over the country will be
faced with the same scrutiny
Jewel faced. People ~ill be
reported and will lose their
civil rights as a result of a
phone tip placed by an ignorant
American.
The fact is, this country
will begin its third witch-hunt,
and the United States. government is going to fund it.

Cloning shouldn't Qe
done simply because
it's possible

CATHLEEN CRANE

•

I'm a true
believer in
fighting·
terrorism
but giving the power
of spyi~g to
untrained
citizens is
ludicrous.

Arabic, or just looked Arabic?
Does that seem suspicious to
you? How do you decide? They
don't mention the fact that anyone involved in this program
will be racially profiling.
This program means that
someone who is Arabic, Indian
or even Native American will
be . on perm~nent watch by
everyone.
It will bring a kind of paranoia into neighborhoods that
hasn't been felt since the Cold
War era. Whole groups who
dislike a family in their subdivision could each make a separate call to the hotline, branding that family as potential terrorists .
So what's next? Are we
going to see another list of
potential celebrities that are
terrorists? Is the television
show West Wing just a cover up
for a large terrorist attack on
the White House? Is this a new
Cold War paranoia?

Human cloning is a
complicated, frightening
proposition· favored by
would-be parents for equally QOmplicated and sometimes frightening reasons.
Though science may
make cloning technically
feasiple, just because we
can, doesn't mean we
should.
Instead of the traditional sperm and egg pairing,.
cloning extracts on~ person's DNA and fuses it into
a donor egg. A husband's
DNA can be fused into his
wife's egg, resulting in a
later born twin or a lesbian
couple can use one woman's
egg and the other . woman's
DNA to create a child without genetic input from a
man.
The options ~xpand
depending mi who provides
the egg, who ,provides the
DNA and who carries the
clone.
Parents whose -children
have died are a major force
behind the cloning movement. One mother had her
dead daughter's
cells
frozen and stored it for possible future _ cloning. The

·mother insists she understands a clone would not be
a duplicate of her dead
daughter, rather a twin.
Can a grieving parent
predict with objectivity and
accuracy that they would
not have unreasonable , distorted expectations of a
dead child's clone? How
would the clone's brothers
and sisters react? If sibling
rivalry qan be difficult
under normal
circumstances, how will children
cope with the family dynamics surrounding a scientifi. cally resurrected twin?
Some infertile couples
prefer cloning to using
donor eggs or sperm and
consider cloning a right and
divine destiny. Some couples, who have unsuccessfully tried fertility treatments , would rather ._e,lone
than adopt a child. While
they ·acknowledge the· medical risks associated with
cloning, many still maintain
that cloning is acceptable.
But have couples prepared themselves for the
tragiG realities such as
time-delayed birth defects
in a child, using the example of Dolly t~e cloned.
sheep?
Dolly seemed
healthy when ·_born, but now
sh€l's developing pre1,11ature
arthritis. _W hat about the
biological and _legal impacts
of ~loning'!• · · t~
What new diseases and
disabilities will we create
when we mix and manipulate genetic code? What
•
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Is delivery worth an extra dollar? ·
. BEN BAIRD
STAFF WRITER

)

Forget textbooks, calculators, and ·pens. The things
that are most valuable to college students include toilet
paper, cell phone~, and the
number to call for pizza. If is
a dark day for college students.
· Domino's Pizza, one of
the world's largest pizza
delivery chains with over
7,000 stores, has done the
unthinkable-they've started charging for delivery.
While the delivery charge
has only been implemented
in 400 stores, none located in
Orlando, the biggest question · is how much are they
charging.
The answer to that is $1
per delivery. While that may
not sound like much, the
price certainly adds up.
Domino's delivers 400 million pizzas per year. So at $1
per delivery, the pizza giant

will take in many millions of
dollars of revenue from this
delivery charge alone.
Domino's
eite·s
the
increasing price of cheese
as the determining factor in
implementi'ng the delivery
charge. However, this reasoning cail easily be questioned by the fact that
Domino's sales in 2001
increased by 6.8 percent
before the delivery charge
went into effect.
However, Domino's isn't
alone in their delivery extortion. Hungry Howies charges
$2 for delivery for what most
consider substandard pizza.
Pizza Hut, the largest
pizza chain with nearly
12,000 stores and home of
Stuffed Crust pizza, already
charges a 50-cent delivery
fee.
·
Pizza Hut is also the
first pizza company to deliver pizza in space. If there is
a charge of 50 cents for Pizza
Hut to deliver to an address

a mile away, what kind of fee
would they charge for their
deliveries
to
the
International Space Station?
Domino's already has
abandoned its 30-minute
guarantee, and now delivery
is no longer free either.
What's next-a . charge for
the box the pizza comes in?
Perhaps an extra charge for
the pizza to be warm upon
arrival?
But there is hope. There
is a light at the end of the
tunnel and college . students
need not live in fear of exorbitant pizza prices because
there are still ways to obtain
pizza at a reasonable
pri~e-students
will just
have to opt for carry out
instead.
However, I for one, will
still chaose delivery, because
I am not yet ready to lose the
amazing parking spot I
found a week ago simply to
avoid paying a dollar for
delivery.

NATIONAL
DODGE BALL
ASSOCIATION
• Nevi sp~rt being developed
-

• Need athletes and performers
• Help develop this new
sport into agreat opportunify

.Call: 407-896-2282

)

Some consider
cloning divine
destiny
FROM PAGE
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kind ·of burden will the
clone and society have
to carry?
C~n clones successfully reproduce with
regufar humans? Can
they reproduce with
other clones?
Can
clones be cloned? If so,
what happens when the
family tree becomes a
strawberry runner of
orie person reproduced
over and over again?
What about · health
insurance for clones? If
the fluffy, white tail of an
HMO bounds over the
horizon at the words
'pre-existing condition,'
how will they receive
clones?
Legally, if a clone
carries only one parent's
genes, does the other
parent have to adopt the
clone?
Since some
genetic traces remain
from the donor egg,
would the donor have to
.relinquish all rights· or
claims to the clone?
·
Finally, there is the
potentially dark-side to
the family. If a surviving
spouse clones her dead
mate using a donor egg,
is the clone a child or a
replacement? .The ability to create your lover's
twin, without a biological tie to the clone, may
be more than some can ·
handle.
Courts already host
every form of custody
and paternity dispute
between
parent~
whether adoptive, surrogate, step or biological. Cases of neglected
and unwanted children
already overwhelm family services departments.
Does anyone really think
we can do better with
cloning?
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Junior Ryan Schneider threw for 2,923 yards and 17 touchdowns in his first full season as starting quarterback.
CHRI_S BERNHARDT
STAFF WRITER

n an offensive backfield
there are two dimensions:
running and throwing. The
two feed off each other
and make the other one
better. Often times, a team is
one-dimensional. They either
can't throw the ball or can't
run it. But when a team can
combine those two elements, it
can create an explosive and
exciting offensive display.
·u·s that lethal combinations that UCF's backfield contains in quarterback Ryan
Schneider and tailback Alex
Hayi:ies.
"The running game is
going to be very effective this
year. That's going to open up

.I
Schneide.r

Haynes

Schneider and
Haynes_make
UCF's offense
two-dimensional
the passing game," said
Haynes. "'We set our goals very
high, I can really complement
Ryan, he can really complement me."
Schneider, a junior, and
Haynes, a sophomore, have
productive years behind them
and potentially have several
more in front of them. That
gives · them plenty of time to
work their way up the UCF
record book that they've

already nudged their way into.
For Schneider, that's an
especially daunting task
because of who he's chasing.
Daunte Culpepper, UCF's
greatest alumnus, holds most
of the records for the quarterback position. Yet Schneider,
after just a little more than a
season and a half as the
starter, is on pace to come
close to many of Culpepper's
school marks. He's already
completed 59 percent of his
passes for 5,257 yards and has
38 touchdowns against 20
interceptions.
It shouldn't be surprising
that Schneider has enjoyed so
much success. He was perhaps
the best player in the state
PLEASE SEE
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Mascoe heads revamped linebacker corps
'

CHRIS BER.NliARDT
STAFF WRITER

When you lead the team in tackles in
your senior season, you leave a big hole to
fill. When you're among the school's alltime tacklers in a career, that hole officially becomes gaping. In fact the only thing
bigger then that hole is the question that
UCF has been asked since the end of last
year: who will step up and fill Tito
Rodriguez's shoes?
The answer: Say hello to Chad
Mascoe.
"I fust go out there and play. I don't get

.

.

into what the critics say, what the fans
say," the junior· said. "I just go out there
and play my game, play hard 100 percent
every down."
· · Mascoe is one of several junior college
transfers UCF nabbed from Southwest
Mississippi Community College, getting
him over high profile Florida State. It will
be his job to step into the middle linebacker
position vacated by Rodriguez's graduation. He was among the top JC players in
the country after being an All-American in
high school.
His biggest attribute is his athleticism.
He saw, time at defensive end and quarter-

back in junior college, but he'll be penciled
in exclusively at linebacker for the Golden

Knights.
"I thiilk as Chad continues to play I
think he's going to be a dang good one for
us," said Bill D'Ottavio, defensive coordinator ap.d linebacker coach. "It remains to be
seen if he can put up Tito-like numbers but
as long as he can do his part within this
defense and make some plays for us we'll
be all right"
He'll be the centerpiece of a completely revamped linebacker corps. Senior Chris
I

PLEASE SEE
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COMMENTARY

KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

Rain, rain

go away
Somebody needs to tell
the weather gods to lighten
up. The UCF football team
has only beeri practicing for
about two weeks and as of
Monday the Knights have
missed three and a half
· practices.
Now that may not seem
like much, but when you're
preparing to play a team
ranked No. 24 in the nation
you want all the practice
you can get. Two-a-day
practices began Aug. 8 and
ended Saturday, fittingly
with only one practice after
the afternoon session was
cancelled because of the
rain.
With classes underway
UCF Coach Mike Kruczek

PL~E SEE Weather oN 20
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Sophomore duo create stir at safety .
quickly at strong safety.
Rovel Hamilton, and Omar
'We don't have the seniors Laurence. The senior Thompson
that we had last year but we're a clearly had experience on his side
The Golden Knights are excit- closer team this year," said Bigby. over the sophomore Hamilton _and
ed about their new pair of starting · "Personally; I'm better. I'm more redsliirt freshman Laurence. But
safeties. They're excited even with comfortable so it's like second academic problems have kept him
two sophomor~s replacing two nature to me now."
from joining the team thus far and
seniors. Of the many positions
Though Sands did not have as likely cost him any chance to start.
UCF has to fill on defense this sea- big of a first year as Bigby; he wasSo it has become a two-man
son, there are many coaches will n't far behind. He made 23 tackles -race, with the early returns haying
tell you they're very comfortable · and broke up two passes off the Hamilton coming out ahead.
with. But very few replacements bench. A tall defensive back at 6- Though he's a sophomore, this will
,.. have drawn as much praise as foot-2 , he's a product of local be his first season as a Golden
these two new starters in the sec- Titusville, Astronaut High School. Knight. After seeing limited action
ondary.
There he was an all-sfate player, with the University of Maryland,
That's no slight . to Albert making 24 7 tackles and six inter- he transferred to UCF .and had to
- Snyder and Ricot Joseph, last ceptions in his final two seasons. sit out last year as per NCAA
year's very productive graduates. His best collegiate game came rules.
That just; speaks to the potential against UCF's best opponent,
With the potential of having
observers of UCF football see in VITginia Tech, were he tallied six three sophomore starters, depth
Atari Bigby and Peter Sands.
tackles. He should fillthe free safe- will certainly be · a weak spot.
"The safeties, Sands and .ty roll for the next several years.
Laurence
and
sophomores
Bigby, will prove to be the best tanBut when the two's inexperi- Rashard Johnson and Marcus
dem we've ever had there in time," ence works against them, they can Glover will back-up the cornersaid UCF Coach Mike Kruczek.
just look to the outside for leader- backs. Playing behind Sands and
While both players are new to ship. Senior Asa.rite Samuel is Bigby will be juniors James Cody
the starting spot, neither is new to strong on the weak side, coming and Patrick Holland and sopho' serious action. As true freshmen off a junior year where he made 41 mores Damani Fagan and
last year, the duo combined for 61 tackles, two interceptions and Alphonzo Hopkins. None have
tackles while seeing considerable broke up 15 passes. He started off seen extensive playing time outtime :iii a reserve role.
his UCF career as a free safety; but side of special teams.
Bigby;
in
particular, has since become an excellent
_All the more reason why the
impressed. His hard hitting style cover corner. He's one of several pressure is on Sands and Bigby to
and amazing speed helped him UCF players that a record number live up to the hype and expectarecord 38 tackles and an intercep- _ of scouts have come to see.
tions that have been thrown upon
tion. It even caused graduated
The other cornerback spot is them so quickly.
defensive end Josh McKibben to not nearly so stable. UCF will be
"I think we have a chemsay Bigby would eventually be hard pressed to replace Travis istry; we're a great tandem. We
UCF' s next defensive star. On a Fisher, who was drafted by the St. read each other's minds, it's
defense that lost great players in ·Louis Rams in the second round. amazing," said Bigby. "There's
McKibben, Tito Rodriguez and Going into fall practice, three play- always an agreement between
Travis Fisher, they'll need Bigby to ers were set to compete for the us, and that's what I think
' make those words prophetic open spot: Carlos Thompson, makes us so good."
CHRIS BERNHARDT
•• STAFF WRITER

CFF FILE PHOTO

Amember of.the 2001 Football News' All-Independent Team, senior Asante Samuel made
41 tackles and two interceptions last season.
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Express
Express Portraits
Footlocker
Footlocker -KIDS
FoOtlocker -lADIES
For Your Entertainment (ffi)
Gadzooks
Gap/Gap Kids
General Nutrition Center (GNC)
Godiva Chocolotier
Gardon IS Jewelers
Gymboree
Heaven~ Perfumes
Jos. A. Bonk
Journeys
K*B Toys
Kay's Jewelers
Kel~'s Cajun Grill

407.977.5698
407.977.4570
407.977.2808
407.365.0970
407.977.9996
407.977.4890
407.971.9504
407.977.6627
407.977.0003
407.977.4971
407.977.2851
407.977.4700
407.359.6333
407.366.0455
407.366.0405
407.977.3030
407.977.2709
407.977.4412 ~
407.366.9090
407,977,0244 ..
407.977.4566
407. 977.6777
407.977.5090
407.977.6717
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Kirkland's
La Maison Diamonds
Limited Too
Marks & Morgon Jewelers
Moster Cuts
Moster Wok
Merle Norman Cosmetics
Nail Bite
Optical Outlet
Oxford Jewe~
Pacific Sunweor
. Payless ShoeSource
Pearle V"ISion
Phil~ Steak Express
P'tercing Pagoda
Pizzeria Regino
Planet X
RooioShock
~ Rove
·

,/ci; .
o

.~

~

~ 2 Regal Cinen1IS 22 (movie tnel
Regis Salon
Ritz Camera
Salad Creations
Sarku Japan

.

407 .359.2649
407 .359.6355
407.971.0366
407.977.4450
407 .366.0222
407.977.6776
407.971.0590
407.359.5353
407.977.3100
407.977.1130
407.977.0366
4.07.359.3377
407.977.9791
407.359.6950
407.977.!880
407.977.4444
407.359.7355
407.977.4424
407.359.2338
407.977.1107
407.365.4111
407.977.7543
407.359.6950
407 .366.2961

Sears
Sears Auto Center
Select Comfort
Smoothy Bee
Spencer GiftS
Sports Fan Attic
Sunglass.Hut
The Children's Place
The Shoe Dept.
Tinder Box
Trade Secret
Tleasures by
The Christmas Collection
University Surf & Sport
V"Ktoria's Secret .
V"rtamin World
VoiceStream Wireless
WetSeol
Zoles

407.971.2600
407.971.2695
407.365.8530
407.359.6300
407.359.0056
407.977.1910
407.977.3218
407.365.8776
. 407.359.3413
407.977.8007
407.365.3695
407 .366.3383
407.977.4480
407.365.1707
407.366.2912
407.977.2785
407.977.6705
407.977.2878

The-Villag_
at Science Drive

largest 3&4Bedroom floor plans .
Private bathrooms* Large walk-in closets * Individual
Privacy Locks* Designer furniture * Fully furnished
Individual leases * Gated entry* Roommate matching service
Full-size washer & ·dryer * Utilities included
Doorside trash pick-up* Pre-wired for interactive cable
Clubhouse, pool & sports court* Private telephone lines
Free cable with 3 HBO's* High speed ethernet access

And morel

•

•

•

•
•

•
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Gaudion leads-fullback attack16

· FROM PAGE

l

coming out of prep powerhouse
PlantatioILHigh School. He was
·~ an All-American and Class 6A
player of the year after leading
the school to three district
titles. And though Schneider
will never possess Culpepper's
overall athletic ability, there's
no questioning his ability to
·, throw the football.
The biggest concern UCF
has it what . would happen if
Schneider went down. Though
' he's never missed a start, he
has a history of back and knee
injuries that plagued him much
~
of last year. Brian Miller,
Schrieider's backup last season,
has moved to tight end. Jon
Rivera, t~d string last year,
, has n~ver seen any _game action
and has fallen behirid redshirt
freshman Brandon Sumner ·in

the race to replace Miller.
"I keep my 'fingers crossed
that he doesn't go down. He did
some good things in the off-season," said UCF Coach Kruczek.
"It would be a big loss to lose
Ryan."
·
It will be Haynes' job to
take
some pressure off
Schneider and the passing
game, while adding a dimension
the UCF offense hasn't seen in
several years. As a freshman
last season he was the team's
most pleasant surprise, unseating senior Terrance Williams
for the starting spot early on.
The fact that Williams was
taken by the Atlanta . Falcons.
speaks volumes about Haynes
ability.
Though he doesn't have a
huge body, he is a strong, pow.,
erful runner that can be a huge
asset in a cold-weather confer-

ence like the MAC. A leg injury emei;gence of redshirt freshman.
cost him the better part of three Keith Williams may cause UCF
games during the middle of last to wait on Wilcox and redshirt
season, but he still managed .him ·this season.
Not to be forgotten in the
690 yards on 140 carries, an
average of 4.9 yards per carry. backfield is the fullback. Sean
He also ran for nine touch- Gaudion, a hard-nosed, high
downs. With a year of experi- energy, hard-hitting, senior
ence and a full season as the returns as the starter. Though
starter, those numbers should he's known more for his blocking then his playmaking ability,
only improve.
'-'Alex Haynes can be as he did rush nine times for 35
good as any back that we've had yards and caught nine passes
here. He's got the speed- for 67 yards. He also ran for his
strength combination that you first collegiate touchdown.
Pushing him will be the verlook for," said running back
satile Dee Brown. As a freshcoach Alan Gooch.
There isn't much experi- man last season, Brown made
ence behind Haynes on the the most of limited time by rushdepth chart, but there is plenty ing nine times for 53 yards and
of talent. True freshman a touchdown. He then went on
Dontavius Wilcox was consid- to play left field for the UCF
ered a prize recruit and has baseball team in the spring,
lived up to those expectations earning freshman All-American
quickly in fall practice. But the honors. Andreal Curry, a sopho-

more is also in the mix.
''Andreal is the most physical of the three. Dee does a lot
of things, he's athletic, he's very
good with the ball in his hands,"
said Gooch. "Sean gives you
that experience. He is a blue
collar, go get 'em, throw back
type guy."
Overall UCF will be sending
out several talented players to
the three backfield positions,
something that should lead to
one of UCF's most balanced
offensive seasons ever.
"I think the team overall is
primed for a strong year," said
Schneider. "We have a .strong
running game that we're going
to take advantage of a lot more
this year. We're going to be giving the ball to Alex a lot more.
We have a strong team, we have
a lot of people coming back and
we're going to be tough to beat."

,

·-Rhule takes·over for injured Poe
FR.OM PAGE

16

- PiJjnko and sophomore Stanford
RllU:le Will flank him on each

ide, _replacing the departed

Willie Davis and Elliot Shorter.
Piliilko

is by far the elder
group. :He ~~··
"' served as a backup last season
and played. well when he was
called. upon to start two games at
• middle and strong side linebacker respectively. But an ankle
injury cut his season to seven
games, in which he recorded 27
tackles and two sacks to go along
with an interception returned for
a touchdown against LouisianaMonroe. He'll be the full-time
• . starter on the strong side this
year. .
.
Rhule on the other hand
wasn't supposed t,o take over this
season. The weak side linebacker job was supposed to go
Antoine Poe, but Poe broke his
ankle early in fall practice and
willlikely be out for the season.
Rhule played. well as a true freshman last year, making 25 tackles
1 while pl.8.ying on both sides.
"Stanford Rhule had a very
good spring for us. Right now
he's the lead guy there and I've
got confidence that we'll get production out of that · position,"
said D'Ottavio.
Replacing all three starters
leaves depth as an obvious conSophomores Savarris
Brown, Gerren Bray and redshirt
,• freshman Lemec Benard comprise the second team. Redshirt
freshman Dee · Williford has
l
impressed. coaches so far, and
both he and fell ow redshirt
James Cook should be in the mix
as well. Only Bray has seen
:J major aclion, recording 17 tack- ·
les and even making a start last
season.
But no one will be under the
microscope more then Mascoe.
None of that will matter to him,
. a8 long he's able to help the team
be as good as it can be.
"My expectations . are to go
out evecy game and help my
team win. I don't care about my
stats, it's all about winning," he
said "If we win, I feel better going
to sleep at night."
Sophomore linebacker Gerren Bray (22) saw ~ime in 10 of the 11 games last season, making 17 tackles.
:= · ·

~tatesman~"' of Ahe

eern.

JOE l<ALEITA

•
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Receiving corps ,goes
CHRIS BERNHARDT
STAFF WRITER

Two-deep. That's been one
of the stated goals of UCF football since last season. The team
wants to build its depth to the
point where they have a quality
back up for every starter. In
other. words, two-deep at every
position.
At no two positions has this .
been accomplished better than
at wide receiver and tight end.
In fact, the wealth of talent at
these two spots is so great that
UCF might be able to say
they're three-deep.
"It's probably the deepest
corp. I've ever had," said wide
receiver's coach Sean Beckton.
"(Doug Gabriel) is going to be a .
guy that's going to step up aild
make big plays for us. We have
some other guys that are going
to complement him also."
The wide receivers in particular have a great blend of
youth and· experience. Though
they lost Tavirus Davis and
Thad Ward from a passing
offense that ranked ninth in the
nation last season, seniors
Doug Gabriel and Jimmy Fryzel
form a talented duo who's styles
complement each other perfectly. .
Gabriel, a JC transfer last
season, was the Golden Knights'
_
JOE KALEITA I CFF
third receiver last year and Senior wide receiver Doug Gabriel averaged 28.7 yards per catch and led the team with nine touchdown receptions as a junior.

Weather gods
need to lighten up
· Clemson beat the Knights
last season, but needed a
does not have too many
fake field goal that turned
options when the forecast
into a touchdown to pull out
has thunderstorms scheduled a 21-13 win. Who knows what
just about eyery afternoon.
an extra five practices could
On Monday he pushed prachave meant in that game.
tice up to 3 p.m. from 4 p.m.,
On the half a practice
but a torrential downpour
they missed on Aug. 12 it ·
began shortly after 3 sending wasn't even the rain that did
everyone racing back to shel- them in, it was the lightening.
ter.
The athletic trainers have
The team was again
what looks like a pager that
forced indoors by thundertells them a range in miles of
storms Tuesday. Holding
how far away the lightening
practice at the UCF Arena,
is.
They use that and the
the Knights were able to run
through plays, though not at
flash-to-bang r_atio to deterfull speed.
mine if the lightening is too
Although there was little
close and then advise the
contact and not much room,
coaching staff accordingly.
-the indoor practice at least
On that day practice started
late and then was cut short
gave the team a chance to
, see how the plays are supafter only an hour because
. posed to develop instead of · light'ening was estimated to
seeing X's and O's on the
be only a mile and a half
chalkboard. ·
away.
The driest part of the
The Knights used
day has been in the mornMonday's rainout to go over
ings, but that's when the
the scouting report and look
players have classes to
at film of Penn State, but with
attend.
a team that has a lot of new
Last season they missed
st~rters, the only w_
ay for the
five practices because of the
players to get comfortable in
weather, and as Kruczek said . their positions is to be on the
Monday, they're well on their
field practicing.
way to that number this seaThe only way for the
son with over a week of pr_ac- players to get on the field to
practice is if the weather
tices left. Last s~ason it was·
19th-:ranked Clemson to begin gods lighten up and spare the
Knights a few hours e~ch
the season, this year it's
afternoon to practice, ·
24th-ranked Penn State.
FROM PAGE
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~eep
brought some big play capabilities to the offense. With ·good
size, scintillating speed, and an
uncanny ability to gain yards
after the catch, he accumulated
632 on just 22 catches for a 28. 7
yards per catch average. That
mark was among the best in the
nation. He also caught a teamleading nine touchdowns.
On the other side is 'about
as.different of a receiver as possible, but not any less productive. Fryzel returns as the
starter, bringing great balance
. to the passing game. Though he
doesn't possess the speed of
Gabriel, he_' s as reliable as they
come after catching 39 passes
for 664 yards and two touchdowns last season.
"He's going to take a lot of
pressure off me. Everyone
knows what Jimmy can do. I'm
glad he's on the other side with
me," said Gabriel.
Behind these two are -a trio
of speed demons that will help
make UCF one of the fastest
teams in the MAC. Sophomores
Tavaris Capers and Luther
Huggins represent the future of
UCF receiving, and saw plenty
playing time last year, catching
a combined 17 passes for 27 4
yards and a touchdown apiece.
Senior Ivery Gaskins, in his second year as a Golden Knight
PLEASE SEE
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Former quarterback joins Jackson, Gaines at tight end
FROM PAGE

20

,,

after
tr an sferring
from
Grambling, is another receiver
that excites his coaches.
"You expect (Capers and
t
Huggins) to have big years for
us, people are going to ·really
stand up and say hey; the future
looks bright for the UCF receivsaid Beckton.
ing corps.,"
"(Gaskins) has really stepped
up his game and he's playing
.., · extremely w~ll for us. He's a

very; very physical type player.
We expect a lot of things out of
hinl also."
As for tight end, UCF
returns two · experienced players and a wild card. Junior
Michael Gaines .and senior
Mario Jackson split time there
last year. Gaines was the better
pass catcher, making 11 receptions for 115 yards and a touchdown. But Jackson also ·brings
good speed and athleticism to
the position, as well as leader-

ship after having played in
every single game the past thre~
seasons.
"I think we definitely have
our best tight end unit we've
ever had. Mario Jackson, we're
expecting a bigsear out of him
and Michael Gaines," said tight
end coach Scott Fountain.
"Brian Miller has really stepped
it up and we think he'll be able
to do some great things as well."
Yes, that would be the same
Brian Miller who backed up

From the Spo~ts Desk

Ryan Schneider at quarterback
With so many talented playlast season. He's the wild card ers .at the tight end position,
of the bunch. After flirting with look for UCF to get them more
the idea of transferring some- involved in the offense this seawhere else, Miller decided to son.
stay and was converted to a
"We've used them a lot
tight end last spring. Always a more here than we used to. I
mobile and athletic quarter- think they're going to be a realback, the Golden Knights hope ly good weapon," said Fountain.
to better use the junior's skills "There a guy that'.s kind of a
to ·add depth to the tight end silent killer. I think they can .
position. Sophomore Matt come off and make big things
Lundy will also battle for play- happen and sometimes they're
ing time .
just a steady player."

.

.

, Men's soccer exhibits offense in win over Lions
the Lions lone score of the
night. UCF's Fabio Silva countered nearly a minute later
The UCF men's soccer and Ornulf Olsen added a litteam survived its :fir.st presea- tle more insurance at the 86son test defeating St. Leo, 4-1, miriute mark.
af the UCF Soccer Field on .
Golden Knight Ryan
" Saturday night.
Macintosh recorded two
'The Golden Knights saves in 45 minutes of
earned·a 1-0 lead entering the shutout play in the first half
half thanks to a penalty kick while Olmos made one save
:) by junior forward Chris and allowed one goal in the
Beaulac then went up 2.:.0 on remaining 45 minutes. Lion
an unassisted goal by fresh- keeper Charlie Long made
man David Sommers at the allowed all four UCF goals
~ 53-minute mark.
and made six saves.
Thirty-one min_utes later,
Adam Guiliano beat senior Baseball's Cobb honored by
goalkeeper Rich Olmos for
COMPILED FROM

STAFF AND WIRE REPORTS

Baseball America

DURHAM, N.C. - UCF
sophomore pitcher Taylor
Cobb has been honored as
one of the top 10 prospects in
the
Shenandoah Valley
League, as voted on by John
Manuel and Allan Simpson of
Baseball America.
Cobb was selected as tli.e
fifth-best overall prospect in
the league after finishing the
summer with a record of 4-1
including a minuscule 1.06
ERA for the Staunton Braves
in the Shenandoah Valley
League. Cobb led the. league
in ERA (1.06) and opponents
batting average (.154). In 42.1
innings of work, Cobb allowed

just 22 hits and five earned
runs while totaling 48 strike·outs.
Cobb was also named orie
of three starting pitchers to
the All-Valley League Team
and was also selected to the
Valley League All-Star Game.

Men's tennis earns
academic honors
The UCF men's tennis
team earned Intercollegiate
AllTennis
Association
Academic Team status and
Adam Kanaan and Johan
PLEASE SEE
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9900 S. ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL
ORLANDO>FL 3i837
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Built FORD Tough!

\

•
Hyundai Advantage™

AMERICA'S
BEST
WARRANTY*
IOYear/100,000 Mile
Powertrain Protection,
5Year/60,000 Mile ·
Bumper-to .. Bumper,
5Y€ar/Unlimited
Miles 24-hour
Roadside Assistance
I

2003 HYUNDAI

TIBURON

'15
9
9·
9
tt
$ '

Dual Front Ai_rbag~, Front Side
Airbags; Air Conditioning, 6~speaker
·stereo with CD, Power Windows,
Door Locks and Heated Mirrors,
Remote Keyless Entry System with
Alarm, Cruise Control, 16" Aluminum
. Alloy Wheels 'Yith Michelin®_Tires.·

•

•

•
•
•

•
..

.

THE ALL-NEW TIBURON. CATCH ONE WHILE YOU CAN.
At just $1 S,999, the all new Tiburon gi_ves you exhilarating perfprmance. Plus standard
features like dual front ail-bags, front side airbags~ air conditioning, 6-speaker stereo with
CD, power windows, door locks ·and heated mirrors, cruise control, alloy wheels, ·and the
freedom of America's Best Warranty! the Hyundai Advantage~M So ta~e the drive today.
Because this is one car that hates to sit still.

BOB DANCE
HYUNDAI LONGWOOD

BOB DANCE
HYUNDAI ORLANDO

3575 N. Highway 17-92

4110 W. Colonial Dr.

4·07-322-1792

407-578-5337

.

•

•
•

•
*S~ dealer for

LIMITED WARRANTY details/*MSRP excludes freight, ~es, title, license and options. Dealer price

~ay vary. Sa~~ty belts sho:uld always be worn.

tThe Supplemental Restraint (airbag) System (SRS) is designed to work with the 3-pointseatbelt system.The SRS deploys in certain front-end impact
conditions wh~re significant injury is likely.The SRS is not a substitut~ for seatbelts which shoul~ be worn at all times:~hildren under the age of ,.,
13 should be re~trained securely in the rear seat. NEVER place a rear-facing child seat in-the front seat of a vehicle with a passenger-side airbag.

·

·

· (8) HYUnDRI ·
DRIVING IS BELIEVING

fl

.
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Volleyball, both soccer teams picked tops in A-Sun
Atlantic Sun -according the 2002
Preseason Coaches Poll.
Westin were named ITA
The
Golden
Knights
Academic All-Americans, the
received 66 points - including
association
announced
three first place votes - to take
recentJy.
.
top honors while last year's regular season co-champion ~tetson
The Golden Knights were
one of 25 Division I schools
was second with 62 points and
nationwide
that
were
two first place votes. Also receivbestowed-the team honor. In
ing two first place votes each,
Jacksonville University followed
order to qualify, a squad must
have a cumulative . gradein third (60 points) and Georgia
point-average of 3.2 or above.
State in fourth (58 points).
All athletes that have comRounding out the top five ·was
peted in at least one match
defending champion Mercer with
and are listed on the school's .49 points.
NCAA list are included in the ·
The 2001 Golden Knights
average.
. finished with a 12-·7 overall
To qualify for individual
record and 4-3 mark in the Ahonors-, student-athletes had
Sun - narrowly missing a berth
to be in junior or senior
to the conference tournament
standing, received a varsity with a fifth place finish. In addiletter and earned above a 3.5
tion to the eight starters returngrade-point-average. It is the
ing from that squad, there are 14
second time that seniors
newcomers on the roster.
Kanaan and Westjn were
given the honor.
·
UCF women's soccer ranked in
Earlier this season,
southeast by Soccerbuu.com
Westin was named to the
Soccerbuzz.com has -tabbed
2002 Verizon Academic AllUCF No: 10 in the southeast
Distriet ill men's at-large
team.
The Golden Knights were
ranked as high as 47th in the
country last season. They finished second in the Atlantic
Sun
Conference
Championship.

)

;)

Cromwell

region in its 2002 preseason poll
released Monday. The Golden
Knights are fresh off &2001 campaign in which they won the
Atlantic Sun regular season and
tournament
championships.
UCF ended last season ranked
eighth in the southeast region by
Soccerbuzz.com.
The Knights will face one

Money
· .ckets

UCF women's soccer tabbed
to win the Atlantic Sun
MACON, Ga. - Defending
, regular season and tournament champion UCF is
picked to finish atop the
Atlantic Sun this season in
_, . the annual women's soccer
preseason poll. The poll is
voted on by A-Sun women's
soccer head coaches.
UCF closed out th~ 2001
season at 14-6 overall and 9-1
in A-Sun play. The Golden
Knights garnered 7-of-12 first
place votes for 137 points to
finish atop the regular season poll. UCF also received
six of a possible 12 first place
votes as the Golden Knights
were also chosen as the
favorite to win the conference tournament.
UCF
returns 19 letter winners and
eight starters from last season's championship team.

Introducing

For Stafford
and PLUS Loans
Interest rate reduction
equivalent to 1°/o at repayment

UCF earns the top spot in
the preseason A-Sun poll
MACON, . Ga. - The
defending Atlantic Sun
Champion UCF Golden
Knights have been selected to
finish atop the Atlantic Sun
this season in the ai;mual volleyball preseason poll. The
poll is voted on by A-Sun volleyball head coaches.
The Golden Knights
closed out the 2001 season at
20-7 overall and 9-1 in A-Sun
play. UCF picked up 9-of-12
first place votes for 141
points to finish atop this
year's poll. UCF also received nine of a possible 12
first place votes ~nd were
chosen a8 the favorite to win
the conference tournament.
UCF returns seven letterwinners and four starters from
' last season's championship
team.

• An additional .25% reduction

J'

Men's soccer tops
in A-Sun poll
MACON, Ga. - The UCF
men's soccer team was cho:x sen to rise to the top of the

who's-who of the W-USA and the
National Team."
Cromwell was four-year
standout at the University of
Virginia from 1988-91". During
her career with the Cavaliers,
Cromwell was a twQ-time NSCAA
All-American and a tWo-time
Soccer America MVP Cromwell
was also a four-time All-ACC
selection and a four-time allregion selection.
Cromwell is one of the alltime greats to come out of the
Virginia soccer program. She
currently ranks fourth in school
Cromwell named to ACC's
history with 84 career points and
50th Anniversary
is third in career goals with 35.
Even
more
impressive,
Women's Soccer Te~m
tJCF Head Coach Amanda Cromwell's teams went a comCromwell was one of 50 players bip.ed 60-19-4 during her career
selected to the prestigious in Charlottesville.
· "I enjoyed my time in the
Atlantic Coast Conference 50th
Anniversary Women's Soccer ACC and playing at Virginia. f
Team, announced by ACC had a great time and my career
ended with a Final - Four
Commissioner John Swofford.
_"It's a great honor to be Appearance. Overall, the ACC is
included on the list," commented a great -conference and it was a
Cromwell. "When you look at th~ great experience throughout my
players who were honored, it's a - career," said Cromwell.
other team ranked in the southeast region in Duke. The Blue
Devils and Golden Knights are
set to play · Sept. 13 in
Gainesville. Duke is ranked
eighth in the preseason regional
rankings.
UCF returns 19 letterwinners and eight starters from last
season's 14-6 club. Tlie Knights .
open the 2002 campaign Friday,
August 30 vs. Quinnipiac. The
match is slated to begin at 7 p.m.
at the UCF Soccer Field.
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for using auto-debit

We also pay 1°/o
of upfront fees
on Stafford Loans!
For more

details call:

(888) 228-5931
Lender Code 829077

"1

FELMAC

Im
SOUTHWEST STUDENT
•IH SERVICES CORPORATION®
I

Loans serviced by:
·_ InTnition, Inc.
- P.O. Box 53377
Jacksonville, FL 32201-3377
toll free: (888) 228-5931

Theatre UCF spotlights-· upcoming season
DONNA

T.

SCHUMAN

STAFF WRITER

As the curtain rises on the
2002-2003 Theater UCF season,
students and faculty look forward
to a hectic but memorable year.
The season begins with ''Ah!
Wilderness" by Eugene. O'Neill.
Ji!D- Heisinger directs this coming
of age comedy set in the early

1900s. The show runs from Sept.
12-22.
"Waiting for Godot," by ·
Samuel Becket is the second production. This tragic come~y can be
seen Oct. 3-13. Christopher Niess
will direct.
The first musical of the season, "Fame-The Musical," runs
Oct. 17-27. This story about New
York City's High School for the

Performing Arts will be directed
by Jim Brown.
"Impossible Marriage," Beth
Henley's love story, will be performed -Oct. 31-Nov. 10. Lani
Harris will direct.
Shakespeare's "The Merry
Wives of Windsor" can be seen
N~v. 14-24. Kate Ingram will direct
this tale of an aging rouges pursuit of two women.

"Ceremonies in Dark Old
Men" is scheduled for Jan. 16-Feb.
2, 2003. This drama of a blackfamily in Harlem will be directed by
Guest Director Douglas Turner
Ward.
.
"Nora,"· a melodrama by
Ingmar Bergman, will run Feb.
6-16. An adaptation of Henrick
PLEASE SEE

Times
Ma~2p.m.
- Evenings: 8 p.m.

Prices
:Gei\iihJj~'~

."

Seniors: $9
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Winter Park's ·
best kept secret
Nestled among the town's
wooded residential area is a
little s#ce ofartistic heaven.
RANDY HARRIS
STAFF WRITER

·Cameos.are 'NashS'

only saving grace
ANNE SINATRA
STAFF WRITER

"The Adventures of Pluto Nash" is a futuristic
comedy that tries to be out of this world but ends up
barely entering orbit. Set in 2087, it follows an ex-

Lurking amid the bowels of
Winter Park is Stardust Video
and Coffee, a haven for Central
Florida film-pbiles. The town's
best-kept secret also serves up
fine coffee and food in addition
to being a one-stop rental shop
for cinematic needs.
In the mood for blaxploitation? Try "The Mack" or ''White
Mama, Black Mama." M-aybe
you're more in inclined to pick
up a documentary. In that case,
check out "Roger & 'Me" or
"Hoop Dreams." If you're looking to expand your cultural
boundaries, then rent "Amelie"
or ''.Amores ·Perros." They even
have a cult horror section to fulfill one's morbid curiosity, so
feel free to make your way
through the "Faces of Death"
series. There is no film too independent, too obscure, or too foreign to be out of Stardust's
reach. If they don't carry -it at
Stardust, chances are it doesn't
exist.
·
Upon entering the establishment, one will notice the division
between coffeehouse and movie
palace. The coffeehouse seconds ,..
as a restaurant that serves tasty
dishes for vegetarians and meateaters alike .
.The movie wing features the
latest and greatest in· mainstream, art-house and independent film. The vast selection of ;
celluloid line the walls and are
held in _place with Velcro, allowing patrons the, guilty pleasures
of ripping a movie off the wall to
get a closer-look. The set-up has
an international flair, as foreign
films ·are broken up by country.
This ranges from popular
French films to the most obscure
Australian films, and all stops in
between. American cinema is
separated by filnim.ake~ which
allows film buffs to make their
way through a favorite director's
catalogue. The cost of a rental is
a mere $3 (much cheaper than
those monstrous video chains)~·
which puts it in your possession
for the duration of 72 hours.
The atmosphere is artsy, but
not alienating, as the staff is

smuggler and club owner, Pluto Nash (Eddie
Murphy), on his quest to protect inhabitants of the
moon from legalized gambling. Nash and singerturned waitr~ss Dina (Rosa-rio,Dawson), spend most
of the film running away·from bad guys who are set
on turning the moon into one ·giant casino. This
film is different than niany other films set in space .
because of the apparent lack of aliens, and the world
·is not in any imminent dange~. In fact, the adventures of the main character aren't that exciting.
The film relies on obvious jokes for most of its
PLEASE SEE

Nash oN 26

PLEASE SEE

\

.

Stardust ON 29

/:

. You want to saue SSS on
really cool computer ·stuff ·
.

·-

Check out YOUR ·
UCF Computer Store

-

.

· . ~Jelephone:- '(407)823~5603 · •'· UCF.
Stud~nt ~nion - • · - 8:·30-6 mon~ Thurs,·· 8:30-5·Fri · · ·· ·
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'Nash's' plot feels a bit recycled at timesFROM PAGE 24

humor, but does have some
funny moments, including a gag
that shows Hillary Clinton on
the currency. The release of .
"The Adventures of Pluto Nash"
has been delayed for quite
some time, which usually happens · when a studio realizes·
that the film isn't very good. If
that's the case, they were right.
The movie coasts along through
futuristic cities, dodging the
development of plot points and
ultimately ending without
accomplishing very much.
One thing that "The
Adventures of Pluto Nash" does
have going for it is its stellar
cast. Eddie Murphy proves that
he can bring some humor to a ...
role that 'is essentially generic.
Dawson ("Men in Black 2") also
holds her own as the female
lead. There's also Jay Mohr
('~erry Maguire") as the kiltwearing singer who changes his
name and pretends to be Italian
to become famous.
Oddly enough Mohr's role
is not the strangest in the
entire movie. That honor goes
to Randy Quaid ("Independence Dawson and Murphy in summer dud "Pluto Nash~
Day") as Nash's outdated robot
The film isn't hilarious, but
bodyguard. With his bald head Pantoliano ("The Matrix") as
and constant smile he eerily Morgan, who is a villain, intro- it isn't terrible either. It's more
resembles the gentlemen, mon- duced as being "bad" by drink- of a goofy adventure than a
sters from a fourth season ing a soda and subsequently lit- oomedY, and it doesn'~ appear
"Buffy the Vampire Slayer" tering before entering Nash's to take itself too seriously.
episode, when crossed with the. Club. There are also two very There are a lot of criticisms
robot from Lost in Space. Also strange cameos by Alec that can be made about the
movie, but when it comes down
included in the cast is Joe Baldwin and John Cleese.

to it, it's simply entertainment.
It feels a little recycled at times,
but some of its unique attributes do make it enjoyable. For
instance, it seems as if actual
effort was put into the impressive design of the lunar colony
called Little America, and the

effects aren't half-bad.
It's certainly not the best
summer movie, but it's definit&.
ly not the worst. A devoted
Eddie Murphy fan might enjoy
the movie, but others should
wait until it crash larids at a
video store near you.

'
,

No lines
.No hassles
L

Just boollsl
We specialize in used college textbooks
To place an order visit our site
or give us a call at

1-800-691-8288
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• Newly renovated courtyard community
with spacious 2 bedroom floorplans
• Screened in poKhes
• Outside locked storage area
• Some utilities included
• IJnder new ownership

• Beautiful park like community with
·spacious 1 and 2 bedroom apartments
• Walk or bike to IJCF campus
• Cable, water ~nd sewer included
• Newly equipped gym with a sau.na
• 6ame room and business center
1--- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - +

2501 N. Alafaya Trail

11600 Mackay Blvd.

407.282.7333
email: arbour@cfl.rr:com
1 Bed/1 Bath • 2 Bed/1 Bath

S~fe. Service. Satisfaction.

Qyafity Livin3 for Qyafity Peoyfe

Crawlonl Reab Group

407.275.8950
email: alafayaapts@cfl.rr.com
2 Bed/1 Bath

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Wearing
footwear
5 Fabric
1o Omelet need
14 Become weary
15 Zellweger of
"Jerry Maguire•
16 Writer Harte
17 Guinness of
"Star Wars"
1B Occurrence
19 South African
pioneer
20 Vein or artery
23 NAFTA
participant
24 Distributed cards
25 Andy of ·so
Minutes"
27 Cavalry swords
30 Teem
32 "Telephone Line"
grp.
33 Antitoxins
35 Arizona city
38 Tropical fruit
41 Tenants
43 Sir
Newton
44 Weaponry
46 Small viper
47 Pastry-topped
dish
49 Singer Dolly
52 Syrup sources
54 Immature insect
56 Pub brew
57 Yardstick's
cousin
62 Iotas ·
64 Rich soils
65 Beseech
66 Lima's state
67 Flat-top hills
68 Transition point
69 Charlie Brown's
exclamation
70 Secretarial skill
71 Membership
fees

(.

The Orlando Clinical Research .Center Is Conductin.g
An Important Clinical Research Study Of An
lnvestigational Vaccine Being Developed To
Immunize Against Smal~pox.

© %002 Tribune Medi• Services, Inc
All

rights~.

5 Glacial chasm

6 Carpenter's tool
7 Type of general
8 Sawbucks
9 Prefix meaning
different
10 Wane
11 Hamburger
12 V-formatiori
flyers
.
13 Wander away
21 German article
22 Galoots
26 Binary digits
27 Partial: pref.
28 Woe is me!
29 Food magazine
31 __ of Gilead
34 Morales of ''La
Bamba"
36 Guadalajara
DOWN
money
1 Sudden pain
37 Cable channel's
2 Fats Domino's
letters
"Blueberry_"
39 London lockup
3 Dunkable treat
40 Group of eight
4 Read spy reports 42 Coffee choice

To participate in this study the following must apply:
o No previous smallpox vaccine
o No history or presence of eczema or skin problems
o No immune disorders
o Willing to make 7 outpatient visits and complete a diary after
vaccination ·

.. . . .Ill
PageB

Compensation up to $250.00 for time and travel
45 Liberate
48 King David's

poetry
50 Gardner of "The

Killers"
51 Spoke roughly ·
52 Paramount

53 Oahu welcome
55 Capital of Jordan
58 Pound or Frost
59 Pakistani tongue
60 Craze
61 Facial features
63 Mayday!

Call today for more information:
(407) 240-7878
Orlando Clinical Research Center
4401 S. Orange Ave .. Ste. 108
www.acre.net

UCF's 6~000+ graduate students now have 2.2 million more reasons that
support their decision to pursue a graduate education

Let's welcome our millionaires
The latest Census Bureau study <:

shows that people with a bachelor's
degree earn an average of $1.2
million over the course of their
- working lives. However, individuals
yvho earn a master's degree are
expected to earn $2.5 million, and
those with a doctoral education will

'<

earn $3.4 million during their
workirrg li~e.s.
,._

. Maj.o r Advanta9e
www.graduate.ucf.edu
gradu·ate@mail.ucf.ed.u
230 MiHic:::an Hall I 407.823.2766
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UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
OFFICE
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GRADUATE

STUDIES
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"Stardust" offers quality
food and obscure film fare

~
0

a.
en

i
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ii
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pound cake, which
can satiate a small
country. Stardust
prides itself as
Acldte.si~'.s~~i
being socially con1842 Winter Park Rd.
scious,
which
Winter Park, FL 32789
explains why the
407-623-3393
business makes it
a point to let
Price riri ·ti' ~
· - - · ""g _ ·patrons know that
_$o_-_$1_5 _ __
they use hormonefree meats and
free range chickwiches sport nutty
ens.
If you haven't
names such as the
Hiillf'5-'::~sr·~:L,
~xperienced what
Ivy League Cuban,
Mon-Thu 7am-11pm
Stardust has to .
and bare the nameFri 7am-12am
sakes
··
of
Sat 8am-12am
offer, get over
there as soon as
Hollywood's fiJ;1est,
Sun 10am-llpm
such as Crispin
humanly possible.
Glover and Rob
You'll be doing
Reiner (which isn't called the your part to support an indemeathead, before you ask). pendent business and enrich
- The eatery has also b-ecome your life. For more informarenowned for their colossal tion, call (407) 623-3393 ..

Mondays are out of
luck, as Stardust is
very courteous and it's . foodless on this
tarnishing
always possible to see com- day,
plete strangers chatting Monday's reputafreely. Stardust is a two-time tion even further.
recipient of the "Best Cup of
The fortunate
Coffee" award according to souls who arrive
Orlando Weekly and for good during lunch or
reason. -Their magic beans dinner hours can
are airmailed to the premises explore the menu
FROM PAGE

olS
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and , dinner at very specific
times. Tuesday through
Friday, lunch is served from
11:30 a.m. until 2:30 p.m., and
on Saturday and Sunday from
11:30 a.m. until 3:00 p.m.
Dinner hours are 5:30 p.m.
until 9:30 p.m. from Tuesday
through Thursday and 5:30
p.m. until 10:00 p.m. on
Friday and Saturday. Those
with the munchies on

. A Unique Salon For All Types of Hair. ·

Alston Andre Salon
of Casselberry

FREE

100/o OFF

tanning
session

with
-valid UCF

with any

ID Card

l

Relaxers I Curls
Hair Extensions
Men's Cuts, Fades
Curl to ~traight
, , B-low Dry
• Braiding I Corn Rows
•
•
•
•

service
•
•
•
•

Custom Color
Highlights (Foil / Cap)
Perms
Precision & Speciality
Cuts for Men
& Women

._.t~®m@1t111r.1•vm11t,g\~mtt§11,•

1A1 .·. 9J!~.~~r~~!~~~!ry

? .____________________________________________.

'The F(oritJa S1»ace lnJ+i+u+e o/ the

Univerdtv ol Central Ftori'1a provides
students +he unitiue op1»ortcmitv to
tafte t1'ace related courses at +he
Kennedy Space Center. 'The /nS'titute'S'
acatlefVtic ,,rograMs ena~(e stutJentf the
o,,portunitv to Cearn +he sldttf
necenarv to succeed ii> totJav"s· rpace
intJus+rv• l>egree progra~s.. avai(a~C. e at
+he lns+i+ute't KSC facilities are:

• B.$.£;. fngineeringlechno(o!JV
• B.$.£f. Space Science Techno(o!JV
Minor in s,,ace StutlieS'
Student reS'earclt opportunities
ihe FCoritJa Space lni-titu+e of/ers
gratluate S't"tJies /rorv. UCF in
Aerospace, Mechanical, anti
· f(ectricaC Engineering. For More
inl~rMation contact +he FCoritJa
Space lnttitute at ('32.1) J#.52.-983'1- or .
visit http:///fi.ucf.etJu

•
•

Stardust Video
& Coffee ·

~~~~,~:~~

DUFFY'S SUBS

:-.
---------:
.
'Ah! Wilderness'
. Dver1 • • Fanllls . . .
Cheos8steaklmsSOM
I

.

I

I
I
I w/purchase·of 2 large drinks CFF I
• _ _ _ e!f>i:s .,!.21,!1/~2 _ _ _ •

.begins season
on Sept. 12
Old Men."
FROM PAGE 24
For more informaIbsen's
''A
Doll's tion on the festival conHouse," "Nora," will be tact the Zora Neale
National
directed
by
Julia Hurston
Museum of Fine Art at
Listengarten.
· Gilbert
and (407) 64 7-3307.
Theatre UCF boasts
Sullivan's "The Mikado"
is the second musical a number of successfuJ
this season. The show students. Five are finalruns Feb. 27-March 9. ists in the American
College Theatre Festival
John Bell will direct.
Ryan Acting
"The
Balcony Irene
Scene," by Wil Calhoun, Competition. Student
Knight
is
will be performed March Michelle
13-30. This off-beat preparing to join the
tour
of
urban romance will be national
directed
by
Mark "Grease." Recent graduate Clark Mims has just
Brotherton.
Theatre UCF closes completed the national
their season with "Fifth tour of "Rent."
This year also
of July," by Lanford
Wilson.
Don
Seay marks the beginning of
directs this play about the MFA program in
Theatre.
the reunion of college Musical
friends. The perform- Theatre UCF has also
joined
forces
with
ances are.April 3:....13.
In addition to the 10 Seaside Music Theater
and Lively Arts Center
sho~s scheduled this
season,. Theatre UCF in Daytona.
"It is our desire to
· students will be partici. pa ting in the Zora Neale develop and graduate
Hurston Festival. As student artists who are
part of the festival, sensitive aware . and
Theatre UCF will host total human beings,"
"On Stage" on Jan. 24 said Dr. Donald Seay,
and 25. This event will Department Chairman.
Dr.
Seay
also
celebrate 50 years of
Black History. A VI.P. believes that the perreception will honor six forming arts should be
of
Black available to everyone.
legends
Theatre; Ruby Dee, Theatre UCF continues
Ossie Davis; Sidney to offer quality theatre
Poitier, Lloyd Richards, that is affordable.
Mati~ee
performWoodie King, Jr. and
Douglas Turner Ward. ances begin at 2 p.m.
This · evening will also Evening performances
feature a collection of begin at 8 p.m. Tickets
scenes and vignettes are available at the
from "Raisin in the Theatre UCF Ticket
Sun " "Take a Giant Office, (407) 823-1500.
Ste~," "Trouble in ' Ticket prices are $10 for
Mind," "Fences," "For the general public, $9
Colored Girls," "Purlie for Senior Citizens and
and $6 for students with
Victorious"
"Ceremonies in Dark proper ID.
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10042 llniVersill Bllld.
a.-.weltorUCF
Gomerolllmllnl . . . .

401-619-2448

·ATIJUAHA
FLATS

W

• Great TeJC-MeJC
•Cold Beer

•Laid Back

Atrnosphere!U
11 Forida Locations
.

7608 University Blvd.
Corner of Goldenrod and University
(UCf AREA)

(407) 673-2456
Cool part-time jobs!
Call for an intsrvisw.

·~
IJilil . ·.
RISTORANTE & PIZZERIA

,

Ii

lonanecks,

lfi11iAll f~ . .

~ · can 111 Wings
Mon - Wed. nam - 2am

407-282-4000
Across tram UCf

.,
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100 HELP WANDD
ZOOFoRSALB
250 Al!IOMOTll'B
300 FOR llENr

450 B.EruL
500 ON CAMPvs
. 550 EVENTS

3Z5HoMES
350 ROOMMATES
·400 SERJllCES

600 GB.EEK LIFE
700M1sc

750 TRAVEL
800REu610N

<

'9w-fr Pfa(e art Ad]_,. ._.,., __.....,.. _

'

Monday - Friday
9
5 p.m.

a.m. -

Office Mdi:ess
3361 Rouse Rd., Suite 160
Orlando, FL 32817

3 pm. Fri. for Mon. Issue
3 p.m. Mon. for Thurs. Issue

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 44 7-4556
By Email: classifieds@UCFfuture.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 160

-.. . Payment Methods=:·~

(Univ. & Rouse behind Hess & Chik-Fil-A)

Cash, Check,
Mastercard, VISA, AMEX

407-447-4555 • classijieds@UClfuture.com

2 .Wues (1 week):
$9per~
8 .Wues (4 weeb):
$8perwk
24 .Wues (12 weeb): $7perwk
Bolding:
$1 perwk
Large Headline:
$1 perwk
Charges listed above iijclude an ad of
up to five lines, 35 characters per line.

$1/wk for each additional line.

mil HELP WANTED mil HELP WANTED mil HELP WANTED mil HELP WANTED mil HELP WANTED
Earn $6000 or more a month!
Serious people only! Work From
Home! www.moneyalways.com or
Email name,address, phone to
drabster@yahoo.com for free info.

. l.J

Have an AA?

u.s.A1R FORCE

Want a career?

~

•:•

R•O•T•C

AFROTC offers incentives for
qualified junior and senior
level cadets enrolled in our

program.

Incentives include:
-Up to $3,000 tuition per y~r

-$450 for textbooks per year
-Monthly stipend ($250-$350)
-Special scholarship programs
exist for Engineers and Nunies
-One-year scholarships for
qualified seniors and graduate
students
For more Information, call us at
407 823-1247 (UCF-1AIR)

SUMMER WORK
$14 Base/ Appt
No Exp. Necessary, Great For
Students, scholarships, Cust Svc/sales
conditions apply Apply ASAP
40?-862-8786 4collegework.com
College Students, HS Grads Start
ASAP, upbeat work atmosphere 450
offices worldwide in sales/svc.
Conditions apply 407-862-8786
www.workforstudents.com

Interested_in Mo
Visit
viww.danncaps.com/modelnn.htm
for information on this
exciting opportunity.

TUTOR/After School Care

Valet Parking - Positions starting at
$9 - $12/hr are available for friendly,
-outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT '
AM/PM positions available at upscale
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and
Disney areas. Call 407-841-7275
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail.

3:30-5:30 M-F, near UCF. Starts
9/3. 1st & 3rd grade girls.
Must be DEPENDABLE,
Mature & Firm. Edu
major or Upperclassman preferred.
Good Pay. 407-677-0382 w/ refs

DANCE INSTRUCTORS
WANTED

Tutor Wanted:
UCF History Major

Experienced Ballet Instructor needed
to begin teaching classes Sep 1.
We also need instructors for Jazz,
Tap, Hip-Hop, and Break-Dancing.
Please Call: 407-281-4991

to tutor needed to tutor 15 yr old in
World History studies for 6.5 hrs
once weekly. If interested, with
qualifications 407-243-3760 ·

NEGOTIABLE RENT

for a female student looking for i>art
time work as a nanny in eve/wknds.
Large house 4 mi from UCF, with
your own room. Call 407-595-5605.
Telemarketing: PT Work From Home
a few hours per week. No Hard Sell.
No BS. Be friendly and good
computer skills. Email
Alex@ByOwnerOrlando.com

Office assi.s tant needed
for real estate investment company.
Downtown Orlando. PIT, Flexible hrs.
Possible incentives and bonuses.
Fax resume to Banker's Arts Group,
Inc. at (407) 872-3437
Wanted: Caregiver needed for
12-year old girl.tMust have trans
and be a careful driver. tReferences
required. Monday-Friday. Call after
6:30 pm 407 644 0491

Bartenders Needed
No Experience Necessary
.. Earn Up To $300 per Day
866-291-1884 xFL01
Applicants Wanted to study
Part IV of The Urantia Book.
Earn $25,000! For details,
visit www.eventodaward.com

Tutor Wanted: UCF MATH Major
to tutor needed to tutor 15 yr old in
Pre Algebra studies for 6.5 hrs
once weekly. If interested, with
qualifications 407-243-3760

$250 A DAY POTENTIAL
bartending. Training provided.
1-800-293-3985 ext 100
Babysitter: 4-year twins.
Hrs MTRF 2:30-6:30pm,
Wed 1 :30-6:30pm. $6/hr+bonus.
Non-smkr; Safe driver. Ph 365-8295
or 359-3288 Tuskawilla near Oviedo.
·
Will consider live-in.

SMOKERS NEEDED!
Attractive, thin females who smoke
needed for national telephone interview
(not anti-smoking). Selected callers
earn $50. Toll free 888-801-1517,
please leave your nam~ and number
and your call will be returned.
Professional w/Flex schedule for
PT Real Estate Photography.
Computer skils, transportation and
excellent customer service skills
required. Please email resume to
HR@videohometours.com

Looking for Comic Book Artist
call 407-888-9720

Tutor Wanted:
UCF English Major
to tutor needed to tutor 15 yr old
in 9th Grade English studies for
6.5 hrs once weekly. If interested,
w/ quals 407-243-3760
PT/FT Opportunity - Prlmerica
Financial Services, a subsidiary of
Cit~group is looking to hire 4-5
students. High compensation
-potential! Set your own hrs.
Call Kevin @ 1-866-208-3263.

TCBY
The Country's Best Yogurt needs
PT help. Competetive pay. Aloma
and Lakemont, Winter Park.
Please call 407-671-2888

FEMALE SMOKERS - Attractive,
thin females who smoke needed
for. confidential phpne interview
(not anti-smoking). Selected callers
earn $50. Leave name-and number
and your call will be returned ASAP.
· 888-355-0322 Toll Free.

Valet Parking Attendants Needed
Locations throughout Orlando area,
flex schedules, FT/PT avail, for
-great pay and great opp call
407-971-9131

Driver Needed. For local ~armacy.
good driving record, afternoon
~ours, good pay. Call 407-671-7960

PERFECT JOB FOR
COLLEGE STUDENTS

Pharmacy Technician Need
FT/PT Experi.enced, helpful, good
hours, benefits, fax resume to
407-671-7960 or call 407-671-8070

Work Own Hours, Earn Money Now
Looking for personable.motivated,
ambitious students. Direct Sales
For more info call 954-761-1816
or email Agrabin@valuesearch.com

Food Critic!
No experience needed. Up to
$20 an hour. Flexible schedule.
- Call 1-877-314-1777 x440

Local telephone company
looking for independent reps for
Orlando area. Be your own boss, set
your own hours & work from home.
Earn up to $2000/mnth Part-time.
Call 407-277-2176 for more info.

Wanted: SERVER for _very busy
Nature's Table located in office bldg by
UCF. Must be friendly, hard working
with great attitude. Must work well with
others.Great hours and pay for the right
person. Call Kathy: 407-514-6999

Are you Overweight?
Make $120 and Get a FREE
Fitness & Dietary Assessment
The F:x:ercise Physiology I.ab at UCF ts lookingfer bealtby,

111f1k volunteers (ages18-35), to participate in a
/Jrief research study to ~mine tbe effects of a
single exercise sission on leptin (a hormone that
affects the -way a person loses or gains weight).

Benefits indude:
• Aerobic Capacity
• Body Composition
Assessment
Test
•Pulmonary
•llriefDNy
Function Testing
Analy5is
• Graded Exercise Test • Blood Analy5is
(Stress Test)

• $120

Coll: 407-927-7813 • f1J1oil: gkyriozis@lgeperformonce.com

FREE WEIGHT TRAINING
The Exercise Physiology Lab at UCF is looking for healthy, male and
female volunteers (ages 18-3 5), to participate in a research study to
examine how genetics affects the way a person responds to weight
training.

Participants will receive:
• 24 supervised training se·ssions
• MRI scans of the upper arms
• $125

Call Today
407-823-5163

GREETERS n EDED!
·PT shifts auailable 7 dags a week at
Orlando _International Hirport
greeting uisitors and passing
ou- our ..See Orlando" publication:·
Standing and some
heauy lifting required.

Call Sheila at 941-342-2368

"( )

~
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RENTALS ON-LINE
ByOwnerOrlando.Com
Free Photo Ads

FUTURE

~

THE STUDENT NEWSPAPER SERVING UCF SINCE 1968

Im Ille IDllOWing paid POSilitJDS •ilable:
Slat Witter
•
•

•

CUTS • PERMS • COLOR
-Expericened Stylists-

One and Two Bdrm Apts Available
in Oak-Tree Court! 1 year lease,
3 blocks from UCF. Water, Trash,
Pest Control Included. Call Amber
321-229-1426. 3530 N Alafaya Trail

DON'T PAY $400 + UTIL!
Young, couple with new home in
Waterford Chase (10 min from UCF)
renting furnished priv. room. Incl all util,
TV, stereo, DVD, W&D, lake view, sofa
& more. $450/month (mo to mo lease) .
N/S Female Preferred. Call 736-1638 .

News • snons • llW••••

. . . Database Pl'olnllllB
PHP,MvSQLPDF l'GnnEIPelienee ......

llsblldblllliver
MondaV& lllndaVMornqsllld/m-Available

•

·'Fantastic 8ams·,

For Rent: Bed and Bath for rent in
private home. Only $425/mo includes
all utilities and cable. Call Lynn
@ 407-381-2669 .

Ask about other UCF specials

Room available

10691 E. Colonial (Aloma Center West. of Alafaya)

(407) 380-5626

in 4bed/4bath across from UCF.
All utilities incl. Avail. immediately.
Call .Jamilla at 954-806-8464
for more info.

TnlCk Platerred

_ni11ereSled,P1ememai1111bl"-

NATIONAL CREDIT REPAIR®

ROOM FOR RENT! New 3 bdr-m
home on lake, gated community, 6 mins
from UCF, $475/mo includes util,
non smoking, no pets, security system,
furnished, pool and tennis. Call
407-482-3202 or 941-461-51 01

CREDIT .PROBLEMS'?
Legally remove from your credit report:

• Late Payments "' ·
• Charge"Offs
• ~epossessions

Roommate Needed for large home
with pool in waterford Lakes area.
Must be responsible and neat. Only
$450/mo + util. Call Ramon
407-207-1294 between 9 and 6 .

•

Ask about our 110% Money Back Guarantee
Cell : (352} 978-1960
Regional Represenative
· Ofc.: 1-866-376-7177 (Toll Free)

Bill

...you should
" join the Wendy's
Crew now!

212 Condos w/in walking distan~e
to UCF. 1st and 2nd floor avail. Pool,
basketball, volley, tennis, pets ok.
Quiet. Starting @$725/mo.
Call/email: Cindy@ LA Realty
407-679-2600 LAReal61@aol.com

Wendy's has great earning
opportunities that can help you pay
tor that 40 lb. Psych. textbook or
the required reading from your
"Great 181h Cent. Poets" course.
Got early classes? Prefer the prof in
evening Econ 101? Notto worry.
There's a schedule right for you at
any one of our locations in Orange,
Osceola and Seminole Counties.
Great pay! Close location! Variety of
shifts! Mom and Dad breathing a
sigh of relief as you call home and
don't ask for more money!!!
Apply in person at Wendy's today!
Equal Opportunity Employer

Female wanted ASAP for new 4/2
furnished (except bdrm) home behind
UCF. Master bdrm avail $475, 11x10
bdrm avail $400 (both inclu. electric).
407-736-0630.
Unfurnished Room avail asap In
furnished 3/2 home 1 mi from UCF.
$425/mo includes Cable, Util, Road
Runner, W/D. Roommates are quiet,
clean. Call Bri 407-402-4583
or Joe 407-366-4350
Available - 1 Bdrm Apts located on
11600 Mendel Drive, only 3 blocks
from University. only $450 per
month! Call 321-229-1426

Lavender

m!J ROOMMATES
ROOM FOR RENT! New 3 bdrm
home on lake, gated community, 6 mins
from UCF, $475/mo includes util, non
smoking, no pets, security system,
furnished, pool and tennis.
Call 407-482-3202 or 941 -461-5101
Female Roomate for 3/2.Sltownhome,
clean, quiet, n/s, gated community, priv
patio, pool, $325/mo + 1/3 util. 15 mins
from UCF. call Erin @ 407-719-6333
Female wanted for Furnished 2/2
in Winter Park. Avail ASAP. Priv
bath,W/D, DSL, and until only
$425/mo + phone. Clean, friendly,
responsible. Upperclassman pref.
Cute apt,only 10 min. to UCF.
Julie 407-671-7964.

NEED A F{OOMMATE FAST??
Orlando's #1 Roommate Service Since
19861 Fast, Safe, Secure! Matches in
minutes! 800-487-8050 or visit

miJ HELP WANTED Elm FOR SALE
Bartenders Wanted. $250 a day
potential. Looking for exciting
and outgoing people. Training
provided. No experience needed.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107
•

·•

FLOWER GIRLS NEEDED!!!!!
Work in Area's
HOTTEST Night Clubs!
$$$ PT Hours, FT PAY $$$
MUST BE ENERGETIC AND
OUTGOING
Call for interview 407 538 6136

ATIN: ORLANDO
.Postal positions. Clerks/carriers/sorters.
No exp. ·Required. Benefits. For exam,
salary and testing info. call
c (630) 844-0465 ext. 472. 8am-8pm.
Earn $500 to $5000 per month working
from home, campus, or anywhere!
www.lookrightnow.com or call 888-318'3094. Training, bonuses, vacations, you
name it, we got it. No Exp Necessary!

ED

HOMES

Going downtown to party?

Search 24 stores with 1 click!
S&H and taxes calculated.
http://www.bookhq.com/
Ent. Center up to 27" TV, shelves,
glass/wood door, cabinet, tape storage,
hidden casters $50. Kids finished
wood table w/chairs $50. Dog Kennel
1 pc. w/tray, folds up $50. Bathroom
sink, porcelain, bone $15.
Call 407-929-5092.
Furniture Sale, for students on a
budget! Aug 24th - 9am-3pm Aug 25th
1Oa-2pm. Sofa, dinette set, full size
bed, etc. Please call for prices
407-595-5103

appreciating as fast as a monthly
mortgage payment... tell your family
Invest in Orlando .••lt Pays
~

Investors' Mortgage Plan

. . - 3% Downpayment

• FIBI & Easy Transportation
• flllClllCing Available
' • 2yr unlinited mleage wananty :
• 3 models/ 9 colors

;·

Parts ~ Sales - SeN!iee

(407) 859-3006 •

Let us drive! Town cars and Vans
available for up to 14 people. Mention
this ad and receive a 15% discount.
Call Premier Royal Transportation
at 407-366-6303

Video Production Services

m:i]

SERVICES
Acting Workshops!

Study w/ pros who have starred on
Broadway, TV, and films in NYC, LA,
london! Grad: RADA and LAMDA,
Stella Adler, etc. Priv. coaching also.
Skye Aubrey 407-788-8916
AMPLIFIERS, PRO AUDIO,
KEYBOARDS, SOUND MODULES,
& RECORDING GEAR WANTEDCASH. Call 407-363-5363.

Start your own Fraternity!
Zeta Beta Ta1,1 is looking for men
to start a new Chapter. If you are
interested in academic success,
a chance to network and an opportunity
to make friends in a non-pledging
Brotherhood, e-mail:
zbt@zbtnational.org
or call 800-431-9674.

miiiJ

RELIGION

Celebration Community Church
-Close to UCFA WELL church
Worshiping, Evangelizing,
loving and learning
Celebration Church is unique
We combh1e the awe and beauty
of liturgical worship
With the freedom of
Charismatic praise
and worship
Meeting on Sundays at 10:30 AM
In The Comfort Suites
1 2101 Challenger Parkway
and Alafaya Trail
Tele hone 407-375-7930/7910

EditingNideography for events,
school projects, music videos, etc.
Call $cott for details 407-362-3427
E-mail scqtt@jellomonkey.com

Great Rates!!

®

407-671-3134

•Resales
• Foreclosures
•Condo&IT-Houses
• Siigle Fmnily Houses

[H

...
Florida Really
.;/'~

..,

Craig_Rudolph@Realtor.com

m!J ROOMMATES

Jet Ski Orlando

SERVICES

HARLYN RECORDING STUDIOS
will turn your music ideas into a
retail ready CD. Singer/songwriter
/Producer/Kbds/Arranger/Engineer
Mastering, Label credits, Affordable!
www.paulharlyn.com 407-566-0655

COMPARE TEXTBOOK
PRICES!

•Major aedit cards accepted

m:i]

~. Roommateexpress.com

-Bed, orthopedic firm mattress sets with
5 year warranty. Brand New Twin $75,
Full $95, Queen $115, King $165.
Can deliver. 407.354.0069

· 9' Credit .,( qrd,
Delinqvendes
• Student loans

2 Roommates Needed
3 bed/2 bath house. Small pool,
· close to UCF. $475 per mnth.
Utilities Incl. Call Rick evenings.
407-679-4799.

Friend or spouse's birthday?
Send a cake to their office!
DELIVERED BEAUTIFULIY GI.Ff PACKAGED

· WITH NAPKINS, PLATES, FORKS, CANDLES,
MATCHES, KNIFE AND BAllOONS!

L
1 11

• •

Gotta order the c.ake?

Tak~!:r~a:~ut!

•

chocolate, carrot
cakes, huge pies,
cheesecakes, muffins,
cookies and more!

DRY CLEANED & PRESS
Pants-Jeans-Shorts Mens or Ladies
Student Special - $2.00 each
Liberty Cleaners (407) 677-7100
10006 University Blvd. & Dean Rd.
Bring this ad & Student ID

GOT .
SOMETHING
Y.O SELL?

FUTURE

~glllfllll

(407) 447-4555

HOW
; 407.823.5812 • hllP://parking.ucf.edu

X·. TO GET

-.
vou
R
~
..... .
';

PARKING

• Jump start your car
• Unlock- your car
• Give directions
. -Inflate tires

-.)

DECAL
>\

YOU Musr·

, ... SnlBfr PIRllll Pelvlr IDS VIII•••

>J

REGJSTER

• Park in any student lot
• Park in any.of the
..........Ill""'-.
4 parking garages
• Have a cool UCF sticker or hang tag
. -- c=._ on your vehicle

,.,

YOUR VEHICLE*

·~

ONUNEI II·

~

~--

ORDER YOUR - ·
PARKING PERMIT

Daily- permits available in yellow boxes.
Permits also available for motorcyclists.

ONLINE.*
..,

PAY FOR

-1

YOUR PERMIT. .

- -----:-------, • Decal sales offices located
at the South and West
parking g~rages.
• Day permit sales office located
in visitor's .Kiosk across from
Millican Hall.

(3

OPTIONS)

- • AVOID THE _LINES:
PAY ONLINE WITH
CREDIT CARD AND
HAVE PERMIT MAILED
TO YOU.
• PAY ONLINE AND OPT
TO PICK UP YOUR

Slllar .fsmlT

PERMIT.

IS.E.P.S.I ·

·FA1• SIR

·• PAY WITH CASH,
CHECK,- OR CREDIT
CARD AT ONE OF

Provided by UCF Police Department
_ Escorts for students to and from car or dorm at night.

THE PARKING
SERVICES OFFICES -

* COMPLETE ·

401.823.2424
llllm:

MIHaY - TIUISllAY 1:30• 10
--

-

---

-

-

~

-~

INSTRUCTIONS ONLINE

6:00RVI, f RlllY 1:30• 10 5:00RVI
~~

-

--

-

.

